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SANTA
VOL,

AUGUST IRRITATIONS

PRESIDENT TAFT VETOES

CROOKS ARE THREATENED

4

LEGISLATIVE AND JUDICIAL

f

WITH DEATH UNLESS THEY

THAT

DECLARES

AGAINST COMMERCE

WILL

HE

CHARGES

COURT AND

FROM THOSE HOT PLEASED WITH DECISIONS

HOUSE IMMEDIATELY
RE-PAS-

.

S

MEASURE

message.
On motion of Representative Johnson of South Carolina, a member of

the

appropriations

committee,

the

house took up the bill to pass it over
the president's veto. Two hours debate was arraigned and a vote was
scheduled to be taken at tho end of
that time.
The president's velo is said to extend the session of congress. Some
members believe the bill can be passed over his disapproval as were the
wool and steel tariff bills. None of
the leaders think that will be possible
in the senate.
One effect of Mr. Taffs veto is to
hold up his own pay, that of every
member of congress, every federal
of the
judge, and every employe
United States courts.
Some leaders have proposed to pass
a resolution to extend all last year's
appropriations to December 2 and ad-

journ congress without passing

THAT

PROVISIONS

OPPOSITION

BRICGIE WEBBER

COMES

HAVE

BY TWO THIRDS

quired.
Mr. Stephens declared Mr. Taft had
used the veto powers more than it
had been used in the first half century
of the nation's history.
CONGRESS TO ADJOURN
IN FEW DAYS NOW.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 13. An effort to reach an agreement to dispose
of the steel and wool tariff revision
bills already passed by the house over
the president's veto, failed in the
senate today. Unanimous consent to
vote on both measures tomorrow was
objected to by Senator Briggs because there was a dispute about the

pairs.

s

BY

SAME

ATTORNEY A$ THEY

HIGHER UPS IN ROSENTHAL MURDER

e

the calendar.

THE BIG FELLOWS IS ORDER

New York, Aug. 13. Threatened do it. so decided tonight to do it
with death if they revealed informa- myself."
I asked him how.
tion regarding the three men "higher
"Well," he said,
graft scandal "after I left Jack Sullivan 1 inup" in the gambling
"Brideie" Webber and Harry Vallon, structed Otto to drive by the Metro-pol- e
and to slow down without stoptwo of the associates of "Bald Jack"
Rose, may prove to be recalcitrant ping. I intended if Rosenthal vas
there to take out my gun, blaze at
witnesses.
The two prisoners are confronted him, and tell Otto to keep going, but
on the other hand by possible indict-- I he wasn't there."
The grand jury will resume its inments, charging them with the mur-- !
der of the gambler, Herman Rosen-- j vestigation into the Rosenthal case
thai, unless they tell the whole truth, today. District Attorney Whitman's
The two prisoners tried to determine assistants are. making an investigation of real estate transactions, intoday what course to pursue.
Webber and Vallon have been formation having come to the state's
to attorney that within the last year one
"reached" and told, according
Police police inspector has invested more
Vallon's counsel, o "throw
lots.
Lieutenant Becker to the wolves," than $C00,nil0 in choice
The coroner's inquest was late in
but to shield the names of the three
men now regarded by the state's at- getting under way. Many leading
torney as directors of the graft sys- men appeared in court on the panel
tem. District Attorney Whitman is of jurors. D. Frohman, the theatrical
lotting the two prisoners themselves manager, was foreman and among
decide what attitude they will take. others who signified their willingJames M. Sullivan, Vallon's lawyer, ness to serve were Arthur Heinz, J. i
says that for some time messengers B. llarriman, Harry Duryea and F.
from those "higher up" and from cer- W. Duryea. Coroner Feiuberg preand "Dago
Frank" and
tain police inspectors have surrepti- sided
tiously visited Vallon and Webber in "Whitey" Lewis were in court.
The understanding was that the
their cells and told them they might
tell what they pleased about. Becker, proceedings would be adjourned in
but if they informed on the big fel view of the impending indictments.
Before a representative jury of
lows they might as well make away
with themselves as they would nieei leaning men, wun uauiei rroninan as
death later. Mr. Sullivan said, after foreman, all the prisoners, with the
exception of Lieutenant Becker, inseeing District Attorney Whitman:
"Whitman has made a case against volved in the murder of Herman Rosenthal, the gambler, were arraigned
TJecker and none of Becker's blackmailing employes seem to care a today before Coroner Feinberg for
hang about Becker's si'uation. In the formal inquest into the murder.
At
of Assistant DisThat means that we are going to suc- - fact they have sent word to Rose, trict the request
Frank Moss, who said
to throw Becker
Attorney
Vallon
and
Webber
in
eeec . I ask that
progressives
the wolves, but they are determin- - that "a practically complete case has
every county in .ew .Mexico 10 at
made out against all the defendd that their own names shall mt be
once begin the work of organizing
ants by the grand jury now in sesright down to the last precinct. Send brought out.
"Rose will make good, but Webber sion," the hearing was postponed unin the names of the voters and the;
members of each county and precinct and Vallon have been readied and I til August 22.
The grand jury, however, notified
organization to me at Santa Fe. There am afraid they have made up their
I have told Vallon District Attorney Whitman that they
will be a clerk here to receive them minds to weaken.
and compile the lists. I will be glad that he is not playing square and that did not feel warranted in returning
further indictments charging murder
to have all progressive leaders meet I will no longer act as his counsel."
In the confession of "Black Jack" in the first degree until there had
with me in Santa Fe as soon as possible. I am going at once to AlbuquerRose, as prepared by the gambler been more evidence. This evidence,
for District Attorney Whitman and it was expected would come from
que but will return here tonight.
"All counties should see to it that printed this morning with Rose's j Sam Schepps, now on his way from
is formed. own spelling and punctuation, Rose Hot Springs.
a perfect
organization
Hot Springs', Ark, Aug. 13. Sam
Many people seem to have the idea declares that Becker had decided to
that this is simply a Roosevelt party, kill Rosenthal himself if others had Schepps, wanted as a material witness
but this is not a fact; he is merely not done the work. After the murder, in the Herman Rosenthal murder case
The progressive party Rose says, he met Becker by appoint- in New York city left here at 7:13
an incident.
o'clock this morning in charge of Asis built up on principles and is here ment near tne gcene of the
killing t
sistant District Attorney Rubin and
to stay. Mr. Roosevelt was deemect his written confession, Rose says:
his detectives.
the most available man to lead the
"I opened the conversation by sayRubin maintained his decision to
movement and with his well known
ing, 'My God, Charlie, this is horrible. obey the instruction of District Attorvicto
will
it
carry
fighting qualities
to pay.' "
There will be
ney Whitman not to announce the
tory easier than any other man living
He said: "What is the matter? route to be taken or the
probable time
today.
Don't worry, leave all that to me."
of arrival in New York. It was not
I asked:
"Have you seen him," until late yesterday
that Schepps
and he said: "Yes, I saw the squealer. made up "his mind to return to New
I would have liked to have taken my York with Assistant
District Attorney
I'M THE GOAT IS
knife and cut out his tongue and Rubin. Probably the arrival of Stew.hang it on the building as a warning art, a prosecutor's detective, impelled
the decision. Stewart had plenty of
M'LAIN'S DEFENSE to possible future squealers."
He said: "Well, I was saved the credentials and after he talked with
trouble of doing it myself. I be-- ! Schepps, the prisoner consented to
came
tired of waiting for the gang to start.
BOOKKEEPER IN STATE ENGINEER'S
i

can Tobacco companies, was forced
to a place on the senate calendar today after a short filibuster and a
sharp fight durign which Mr. Pome-rendeclared Attorney General Wickersham "bad failed to do his duty."
Senator Sutherland of Utah opposed the resolution, declaring that it
was outside the function of congress,
If the attorney general knew
the statutes had been violated and
had failed to prosecute, the procedure
should be for the house to institute im- peacnment proceedings. The oppon- ents of the resolution finally forced
to

"REACHED"

TELL

n

to
leaders decided
Republican
call in absent members to meet any
attempt by the democrats to
the vetoed bills.
Telegrams were dispatched to all
absentees within easy distance of
Washington to return to the capital.
The republican force has been great
ly depleted in the last two weeks.
POMERENE'S RESOLUTION
BACK TO CALENDAR.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 13. Sena-

its reference

PROBABLY NOT

j

the tor Ponierene's resolution, directing
Attorney General Wickersham to
bring criminal proceedings against officers of the Standard Oil and Ameri-

bill.
Mr. Taft's message was strong in
its condemnation of the way congress
had attached special legislation to an
annual appropriation bill.
The president wrote he approved
any system of promoting efficiency in
the clvili service and favored a civil
pension system, but he could not approve any legislation to turn out of
office employes who had given their
best years to the government.
The president defended" the commerce court vigorously
and wrote
that opposition to it came from those
who had not been in sympathy with
its decisions.
When the reading of the veto was
over,
Representative Stephens of

BEEN

BUT PROTECT

Nebraska, democrat, introduced a resolution for the passage of any vetoed
measure by a majority vote. A two
thirds vote of bot hhouses now is re

of

WILL

THROW LIEUTENANT BECKER TO WOLVES

TO

arrangement

ANO HARRY VALLON

STCRY TO GRAND JURY THEY TOLD TO DISTRICT

BY THAT BODY.

ARRANGES

Washington, D. C, Aug. 13. President Taft today returned to the house
with a veto message the legislative
and judicial appropriation bill because ol its amendments to abolisl:
the commerce court and limit the ten-viof office of civil service employes
to seven years
The cabinet read and approved the

FOR

NOT STAND

THEIR TESTIMONY

1ETRACT

APPROPRIATION BILL ALSO
EXECUTIVE

NO. 157
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that would make bis assertion a mild
iu Tn a man thev are. airainst
'linsa rule.
nr,.i7o
It's a fight of principles V; "I have seen a great many national

SXXXXXXXXXXXXSCXX

it

X

t- -

len

2nd.
V
X not of Roosevelt.
X
3rd. Boss rule

said Mr. Otero, "but
conventions,"
must go, is
the Bull Moose convention was 1he
watchword everywhere.
biggest I ever saw. I went to Chi4th Mr. Roosevelt was the log- X
cago expecting to see a fairly large
as
Xi assembly but such a convention
ical leader. He can win.
5th The fight will be waged
jwas held there, was a complete surX prise to me.
vigorously from now on.
Oth Send
j
X
"You may say that the new party
county committee
V names to headquarters in Santa Xi in New Mexico is here to stay and
X Fe.
Xjthat it will not befield.allowed to take
The campaign
X
Xj third place in the
going to begin right now. We will
open headquarters in Santa Fe, emFresh from the 'Bull Moose' con-- ploy clerks and stenographers and
vention at Chicago, former Governor! start out on a whirlwind contest that
Miguel A. Otero arrived here last will be a complete surprise to the
night, filled with enthusiasm and de-- i old line politicians in both the other
daring that the new party would parties. No one has any idea today,
sweep the country from one end to of some of the strong men in New
the other. Mr. Otero said that the Mexico affairs, who have entered into
delegates at Chicago were confident this fight with the new party. We are
0f victory and that plans would be going to receive support from quar- unfolded within the next four weeks ters that the old line men little expect.
-

j

prosecution's witnesses and that of
his own, he sought to show the improbability of the state's allegation
that he had given the bribe money or XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXis
induced the corruption of the juror.
Hardly a detail of the testimony of
Bert H. Franklin, the confessed juror
briber, was overlooked in the attack
upon him, nor was a point made in
Darrow s tavor by the many witnesses
who contradicted Franklin, forgotten,
The speaker, time after time, called
upon the jury to choose the man whom
they would believe Bert Franklin,
IT WILL briber and admitted falsifier, testify- HE ASKS JURY WHETHER
ing for his own liberty, or Job Harri- CONBELIEVE BERT FRANKLIN,
" "
man, Frank E. Wolfe and himself, who
had testified against Franklin.
FESSED PERJUROR OR MEN LIKE
Ill CrDCITCO MIICT
X
BASEBALL FANS.
X
"If you convict me, you must say ULotKol I LO lYIUO I
X
X
Read the New
that Harnman, W olfe and myself are
HIMSELF.
on sporting X
X game at Chicago
perjurers, and Bert Franklin is an
OBEY HOME RULE X page tonight. You can read it X
honest, saintly man," he declared'.
X
X in the other papers tomorrow.
more
yesmoderate
than
Although
ATTORNEY
DISTRICT
ocMr.
Darrow
took
terday,
frequent
LATE
IS SEVERELY BERATED casion to denounce his enemies, par- DUNDEE 'ADVERTISER IS AUTHORITY FOR
ticularly in charging the prosecution
OFFICE SAYS HE WAS NOT A FUGITIVE
STATEMENT THAT ENGLAND WILL USE
attorneys with trickery and malice.
VAND
THAT HE DID NO WRONG.
TROOPS IF NECESSARY.
JFANATIC IS HELD
that he would infiniteXXXXXXXXXXXXcourt X He protested
BUSY
to
to
entire
the penitentiary
ly prefer
X
go
With almost the
X room in tears, Clarence S. Dar- - X himself than be one of the jury to
Declaring that he was- made the
London, Aug. 13. The Dundee AdFOR BRUTAL MURDER
Cleveland, Ohio, Aug. 13. In reX row, brought to a close today in X sentence him on the evidence.
in the case, Oscar E. McLain,
X a powerful pathetic plea, the
Washington, D. C, Aug. 15. PenI hope," he said, "that the district vertiser, an influenTiaHiberal organ, sponse to a call from Chairman Jas. "goaf
in the state engi- sions for thousands of veterans, held
X final argument for the defense X attorney's office got its money's worth prints the startling hint that the gov- R. Fairfield, the Ohio progressive former employe
X in his trial for alleged jury brib- - X when they bribed Franklin with this ernment is prepared to take action party steering committee met here neer's office talked to a New Mexi- up by disagreement between the COLORADO MAN CALLING HIMSELF WILLshould the inflammatory speeches and
house and senate over the $1G0.000,-00X ery. As an unscheduled final X liberty to testify against me."
to select a date and place for can reporter today, of his troubles.
IAM THE APOSTLE MAY HAVE RAVISHpension appropriation bill may be
X to his plea, the bells of a nearby X
Darrow launched an attack upon doings of A. Bonar Law, Sir Edward today
from
back
was
McLain
brought
convena state progressive
holding
and
H.
and
Carson
Frederick
Smith,
AnX
ED AND KILLED MUSIC TEACHER
X cathedral tolled forth the
John R. Harrington that surpassed
tion and to arrange to get progressive Colorado last night by Mounted Po- - paid Saturday.
X gelus as Darrow consigned his X all previous denunciatory assaults. He other conservative leaders inciting
The house has agreed to the senand
in
Collier
John
liceman
ballot.
on
lodged
the
electors
presidential
to
revolt, provoke disturbX own fate to the hands of the Jury X declared that - Harrington's act in Ulsterites
ate's demand to abolish the eighteen
New York, Aug. 13. One of the re- - the omty jail charged with forgery,
Denver, Colo., Aug. 15. The aged
X "coming 2,000 miles to lure 'him into ances in Ulster, thus bringing them
X just before noon.
outlying pension agencies on Februof
Mc
return
the
Abbott,
Judge
suits of the conference at Oyster Bay
fanatic,
with
the
religious
calling himself
bill,
and
With tears streaming down X the dictagraph trap at the behest of within the pale of the law.
X
1,
1913,
passed
ary
he
be
Lenn will
arraigned, when,
The newspaper recalls that Parneil between Colonel Roosevelt, Senator
X his cheeks, the Chicago lawyer, X the National Erectors association, was
to present a one minor amendment which will be "William, the apostle," arrested at
able
be
will
he
claims,
and
his
campaign manager,
President Taft Is expect- Colorado Springs Wednesday afterX made
appeal and when X the most infamous thing in the history and his associates were lodged in Dixon,
Geo W. Perkins is the probable selec- - satisfactory explanation and free him- adjudged.
jail, in similar circumstances.
ed to sign it Immediately. Checks for noon, suspected of the assault and
X the final word was spoken, men X of the annals of the world."
innocence
his
McLain
self.
protests
In connection with the articles in tion of Miss Jane Addams, of Hull
all the back pensions are ready for killing of Signe Carlzen, was brought
X as we!l as women, ' jurors and X
i
u
Alluding to Harrington as a man
ahariliifalv nrwl says- that, in no resnect
T,
had handker- - X who had eaten at Ms table and! slept the Advertiser, it is significant that. Jiuuse, wcagu, as it iiieiuutiof ui mc was he a j fugitive, having traveled and mailing at the agencies As soon as to Denver today. The police have no
X court officials,
which
nine
executive
committee
of
the bill, all direct evidence to connect
President Taft signs
the old
X chiefs to their eyes. There was X in his bed while betraying him, he de- Winston Churchill continues his
iD r.h a i rm n n
Oniv tr lived under his own name while in
'
against A. Bonar Law. On Au t Pontine
will be notified by telegrapn man with the crime. The stained
X no attempt at a demonstration X clared "so long as he lives'' the mark
;
.
agencies
wa
hP
.
"7
New
--tw
12 Mr. Churchill
made a pas reihins anu juuge Ben u. "uusejr
r .,.
Official state handkerchief found in his pocket will
1,1
X and the bailiffs had no difficulty X of infamy will be on Harrington's gust
litim, and nnl co rnWo uie cukckb.
it,!
i
of the have so far been named.
j.
United be submitted to the murdered music
ever.v
X In clearing the court room. X brow and will ever pass to his descend- sionate attack upon the leader
iai
tn
tho flutrho nf tho law hn
peusiuuci
At the conference five additional
opposition for the letters incitement
Slatcs
Sht to have a check by next teacher's mother for examination and
X Friends of the accused man X ants."
with
is
breaking.
charged
of Ulster to resist home rule. In aname8 were tentatively
'
chosen and
Tuesday at the latest.
X moved slowly forward and shook X
possible identification as having beif the National letter Mr. Churchill, referring to the
Declaring that
There are certain points about the
have been submitted to Governor
,n paBsing tne b, hag caua. longed to her daughter.
ud
X his hands, but few words were X Erectors association was foul enough
conservative incitement of Ulster, Johnson, of California, by wire, for case which will not be made pub he p(J m.R,h distress among tne nation's
X spoken, as the lawyer was vis- - X to plan a
Deputy Police Chief Leyden receiv"dictagraph trap" it was
until the hearing. Meanwhile the de-- , ,,onHn(o
,,
his approval.
VPtBr.lns. having
X ibly overcome with emotion and X capable of plotting the bribery of Jur
ed
a rambling letter Wednesday even01
which
firm
law
an
has
of
in
is
of
the
.organization
cnarge
spirit
no other support, have been obliged
One of these names is said to be fense
X apparently on the verge ot ex- - X or Lockwood, Darrow placed
that openly avowed Its intention to set up
ing, which may have been written by
and
Howard.
Prichard
of Mies Addams.
)0 gQ 0 charltable institutions.
X crime upon the shoulders of the eastX haustion.
This not is religious
the "apostle."
a provision government against the that
Miss Addams is expected to take
ern manufacturers, as a part of the crown and parliament.
in tenor, and tho
expression, "Cut
BE BANDITS
down" and "blood requisition" occur
conspiracy to ruin him.
"There has been a large importa- charge of the women's movement for WOULD
LODGED IN JAIL. X NEW MEXICO INCREASE
X in it with the word "cut" heavily unthe progressive party throughout the
of arms- in Ulster," Mr. ChurchLos Angeles, Calif., Aug. 13. ClarPassing to the chief line of defense tion,
'
X derscored.
SUSPENDED.
X
IN
RATES
and
will
have
country,
headquarters
lack
of motive for bribing a juror, ill continued, "and widespread drill
ence S. Darrow resumed his arguX
ner13. The ar-- X
Washington, D. C, Aug. 15.
when
Edward
the
Sir
Aug.
Whatever
The negro, John Featherstone, arWyo.,
Cheyenne,
Carson's,
ing.
"peace
negotiafor
ment to the Jury today in his trial
tions" were all but complete. Dar- merits as a militant commander may ' Lincoln', Neb., Aug. 15.- The Taft rest of George and Carl Steadman, X Proposed increases by western X rested as a suspect, was released
announcX
After
live
on
alleged Jury bribery.
row spoke feelingly of the testimony be, nobody is a better Judge of how republican state committee has unof- - brothers, at Rock Springs, Wyo., isX and southern railroads
.
.vic-nsioch. irau pouus ming that he would confine himself of Lincoln Steffens and the philoso- near you may go to the edge of crim flcially declined to accept the olive believed to have prevented an attempt
X
and
co
to
Kansas
City,
from
;X
adjacent
enroute
crosstrain
hold
the
to
which
he phic utterances on the stand of the inal conspiracy without actually
pay
up
branch tentatively extended by the
strictly to the charge upon
were suspended to-- X Juneau, Alaska, Aug. 15. Returns
X
Is on trial the bribery of George N. writer. He asserted that StelWp's ing frontiers which must be guarded progressive
republican committee. Rock Springs to Gftnn this morning, X territories,
day by the interstate commerce X from today's electio nindicate that
Lockwood Darrow entered Into a philosophy was a step in the right by law."
The Taft forces decided to perfect Officers are said to have overheard the
,
ntrattnn and nn ovomi. brothers Dlannine the holdup. ThejX commission from August 21 until X James Wickersham, progressive, has
thoir tato
comprehensive analysis of the evi- direction, that the working mass is
delegate to congress.
the foundation of civilization and that
Work for the New Mexican.
It is five committee wag empowered to train carried $10,000 In currency to X February 21, pending the result X been
dence tor and against him in that
X Wickersham probably will have two
in
of
an
Oueal-!son
omnlm-oprogress.
Gunn
the
f
v
no
ii-ef
Investigation
-i
only by aiding and uplifting those who working for you, for Santa Fe and the
Ifv mines.
nmnoto-n
MSSKXXXyXXSeSSXXXJSS Hundred plurality in the first division.
Comparing the testimony of the work could the world be made better. new state.
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of

" Soltaire " floods.

IN

ER

ALL

CASH

Always the Leader

A WHOLE YEAR OF GOOD TIMES AHEAD; SPECIAL FORECAST SHOWS
BIG HARVEST AND BRIGHT BUSINESS.
(EDITOR'S NOTE Here's the re-- ,
port of the president of the biggest
commercial bank in the United States
on the coming harvest and the busi&
ness outlook. The Continental
Commercial National bank of Chicago handles a large part of the
money in moving crops. For years
its corps of investigators have reported on crop conditions at this season and the bank's annual forecasts
have always proved even closer than
government reports so that its fig
ures are universally accepted as authoritative, and thoroughly reliable.)
(BY GEORGE M. REYNOLDS.)
of the Continental & Com
mercial National Bank of Chicago.

GROCERY

Southern Corner Plaza.
WITH

the

PURCHASES.

President

Santa Fe. Teleohone No.
WE

GIVE

The soil is richly rewarding the
toil of men this year. Reports from
our investigators all over the country
indicate the
following estimated
yields of the principle crops:
Wheat
660,000,000 bu.
Corn
2,800,000,000 bu.
Oats
1,200,000,000 bu.
200,000,000 bu.
Bar'ey
Cotton
13,100,000 bales
60,000,000 tons
Hay
Potatoes
360,000,000 bu.
Present crop conditions Justify an
estimate of $9,033,966,000 in new
wealth to be produced from the soil

40.

TICKETS

REGISTER

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt
Sole Agents For
ALFALFA SEED.

INTERNATIONAL

FOOD.

STOCK

this year against an actual

All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Phone

LEO HERSCH

45B,"k

Iola
El Toro

produc-

tion of $8,317,000,000 in 1911.
Taking the situation as a whole
and weighing carefully the retarding
influences, there is justification, judging from the advices in every line of
Black trade, for the conclusion that there
is ahead probably twelve months of
good active business with moderate
profits.
Business men throughout the country are acting with caution, but their
utterances indicate very clearly a
greater degree of courage than is
od
usually noticeable in a presidential
year, despite the rfther mixed political situation and the possibility of a
reversal of many governmental poli- cies through a change of administra-- j
There is a noticeable disposi- tion.
and attend
tion to regard politics
strictly to business.
There is no section wherein all
crops have failed. The production of
this year, in almost all things, is over

45

PORTLAND CEMENT

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

All Kinds of Building Materials.

Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
Ifard 333 Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.

Phone, Red

100

Phone, Red

100

Phone, Red

100

Man Who Forced Him From the
Bench (took His Professional Life
He Bucked
in His Hands When
Powers Behind Defense of Hanford
But he Won.
Two federal judges in the history
of the nation have preceded Judge
C. H. Hanford off the bench by the
impeachment route. It is somewhat
of a Herculean task to accomplish an
impeachment, John H. Perry, a young
Seattle attorney, would tell you "without boast of exaggeration.
Perry is the Hercules in the Hanford case. He is an extraordinary
kind of a Hercules. He is a very
ycung giant for one thing. He is only
30. Physically, he weighs about 150
and he lacks several inches to being six feet tall. This giant, too, is
and
a very affable sort,
likable. A native of Virginia, he possesses the courtesy of the south. He
smiles and he makes friends.
He needed all these when he filed
eight specific charges with the congress of the United States against
Judge C. H. Hanford, and thus courted lasting ostracism If not more direct prosecution by the interests if
he should have failed.
Perry had the courage to go
through with his flight and he won.
He did not base his charges on
"guess" work. He had his facts well
in hand. For eleven months he gathered his evidence before he filed his
charges. He 'went about it quietly,
but with determination. He was posted on the moves of the opposition and
was prepared to meet any attack.
"Big Business" did not stop him with
its "steam - rollered" resolutions.
Threats of ostracism were hurled at
him, but he never hatted an eye.
Promises of favor if he should drop
the proceedings did not tempt him.
Perry was not to be sidetracked.
Then came the Leonard Olsson disfranchisement decision by Judge
and Congressman
Victor
Hanford,
Berger filed impeachment charges.
Perry, however, did not let Berger's
complaint interfere with his own
carefully laid plans. He presented

PHONE 85 MAIN.

Wood

ANDA'iE

SWASTIKA LUMP
CERRILLOS LUMP
STEAM COAL

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

THE STAR BARN
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
Also

First-Clas-

Phone Main

s

139

LIVERY

S

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
310

San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

WOODY'S STAGE LINE

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

From

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Telephone II.
"Two Doors Below P. Andrews

Stare.
Regular Heals 25 cents.
Rooms for Bent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
frencn Noodle Order 10c a dlsa,
Hew Terk Chop Sue? BOc.

NEW MEXICO

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way.

Good

cover

Racks and good

teams. Fare 85.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commeroNu men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire Rnbude

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL,

'TheWestPoint

NEW MEXICO.
of the Southwest.'

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U. S.
War Department.
Located In the beautiful Pecos
Valley.3,700

feetabove sealevel,

sunshine every day. ODen air
work throughout the entire session.
Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEA uch
as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard Eastern colleges.
Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.
Regents

Li

:

E. A. CAHOON. President.
E. KHEA. Vice President.

J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.

For particulars
loxue, address,

and Illustrated

COL. JAS. W. WILLS0N,

cata--

Supt.

'

WATER NOTICE.
Where any water is found running
tc waste off from any premises within the city after Wednesday morning,
August 14th, service will be discontinued on such premises without furv
ther notice.
SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.,
FRANK OWEN,
Manager.
Today's news today. You get it in
the New Mexican.
30,000

JOHN H. PERRY.

d

pg
WE SELL EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR THE BATHROOM,
TUBS, SOAP HOLDERS, CLOTHES HOOKS EVERYTHING YOU
NEED TO MAKE YOUR BATH A LUXURY.
NEED ANYTHING
REMEMBER OUR STORE WHEN YOU
FOR YOUR BATHROOM. WHEN YOU BUY FOM US WE WILL
GIVE YOU A SQUARE DEAL, BECAUSE WE WANT TO DEAL
WITH YOU AGAIN.

'

If Its Hardware

Phone 14.

We Have

It

Phone

14

Why Import Mineral Water ?
r

:

WHEN

YOU CAN GET THE

:

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Patronize home industry. Leave orders
STORED PHONE 26.
CO.'S
KAUNE &

Delivered to your house.

Capital City Bank Bldg.

FRANK M.JONES,

Room 26.

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orchards- Ranches With and Without Improvements.
Or. Phone No. rfed 76
For Full Information Call,

VOICES.

LIGHTl
THESE

DAYS OF MODERN METH-

IN ODS, Electricity

plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

POWER

n

IS QUITE SO

The Tailor

the button and
your
to
toasted
iron ready
use, your
hurried
breakfast,
the
your vacufor
ready
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n!ght Estimates and full infor-

Will clean, press, repair

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT GO.

0

at

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

NOTHING as to touch

Phone

y

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

And Many Are the Voices of Santa
Fe People.
Thirty thousand (voices What a
grand chorus! And that's the number of American men and women who
are publicly praising Doan's Kidney
Pills for relief from backache, kidne
and bladder ills. They say it to
friends. They tell it in the home papers. Santa Fe people are in this
chorus. Here's a Santa Fe case.
Miss Adela Arias, 106 Griffin St.,
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "The splendid results I obtained from Doan's
Kidney Pills several years ago has
been permanent and for that reason,
my confidence in them has increased.
I sufferedfrom a dull, heavy ache in
the small of my back and was subject
to headaches and dizzy spelle. I always felt tired, had no ambition and
was in poor health when I procured
Doan's Kidney Pills. It did not take
long to cure me and from that day to
this, I have been free from kidney
I willingly confirm the
complaint.
public statement I gave in January,
1907, telling of my experience with
Doan's Kidney Pills."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, dole agents for the United
Foster-Milbur-

Subscribe
for the Santa Fe New
FIRE AT CLOVI3.
Mexican, the paper 'hat boosts all
of the time and works for the upThe "Wild Cat" fire alarm was
building rf our new State.
sounded at nine-thirFriday night in
such a manner as to leave no doubt
State of Ohio, city of Toleoo,
of e sure enough fire, in contrast to
Lucas County. ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he the recent false alarms which have
is senior partner of the firm of F. J. been
entirely too numerous 'lately.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the When the department arrived, dense
of
and
State
Toledo,
City
County
columns of smoke were
from
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the windows and doors inissuing
of
rear
the
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL- the
on
Main
Fitzhugh
Btreet,
building
LARS for each and every case of
which was occupied by a Chinese resCatarrh, that cannot be cured by the taurant
downstair and rooming
use of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
house upstairs. The entire Interior
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subs Ibed appeared to be ablaze and occasionin my presence this 6th day of De- - ally the red flame would leap from
the windows. The building which,
jcember, A. D., 1886.
was originally a two story frame was
A.
W.
GLEASON,
(Seal)
'
encased with a layer of brick, givPublic.
Notary
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intenv ing it the appearance of a brick
ally and acts directly upon the blood building and making it a difficult and
and mucous surfaces of the system. dangerous structure in which to fight
such a fire. Within thirty minutes
Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O, after the alarm was given tbe department had the fire out, demonstrating
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
once again their effective Are fighting
Take Hall's Family Pills for
ability. Clovis New?.
'

.1.

0

the nature of a grand jury, it turned
to Perry and Perry delivered
the
goods.
He gave the investigators the
names of the witnesses. He told
them how and where to reach them.
He told them of the fears and
threats and intimidations that would
cause material witnesses to fight shy
And it was Perry who
of testifying.
was denounced by the corporate-controlleand Hanfordized press. It was
Perry who was heard more than
Eerger.
It was the mass of facts in Perry's
worried Hanford
possession which
States.
and finally drove him to resign.
Remember the name Doan's and
was
prosedeputy
formerly
Perry
take no other.
And
Seattle.
in
he
cuting attorney
had as thorough a case prepared
against Hanford as ever he had NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
against the most lowly criminal. He
was educated at the Universities of
EXPRESS LINE.
Virginia, Washington aid at Columbia college. For two years Perry
Red 161.
had been counsel for the Seattle Star,
Bros. Drug Store
Orders
Leave
at
Butt
the newspaper that launched the imHanpeachment
campaign against
ford.
Perry practically staked his career
his charges separately to the Judi- when he tackled Judge Hanford, but
ciary committee and then immediate- he realized the size of the job. Today
ly started to get his witnesses ready. he ranks with the foremost lawyers
And so when the congressional
in the state. And that is no small
committee came to Seattle to act in achievement for a man of 30.

RIGS.

J. R. CREATH,

crop of two years ago when 1,126,000,-00bushels were produced.
Potatoes will yield 25 per cent
more than a year ago. The garden
vegetables are yielding
plentifully.
The cost of living
should decline,
some with the larger production of
table supplies.
The country's great agricultural export staple cotton will not reach
the proportions of last year. There
has been too much rain. The value
of the crop, with a reduction in the
number of bales, will be as great to
the planter as was the big yield of
last year. The pr'ce at the period
of maximum of movement
will be
much more than a year ago.
Tobacco is larger than last year.
The Kentucky - Tennessee region
shows a large increase in acreage.
The cigar type in tbe east and central
west is developing very favorably.
Mississippi river floods were de
structive of many sugar cane plantations this year. Beet sugar cultivation is increasing.
Prices of both
types are not likely to be very high,
as the beet sugar crop of Europe will
be larger and Cuba has had an un
usually large cane sugar campaign.
Considerable material progress has
been made in the business world.
Our formoney continues plentiful.
continues in our
eign commerce
favor. This probably will be greatly
augmented by our exports of cotton
and grain.
A careful survey of general business and crop conditions indicates a
marked increase in courage and confidence in practically all lines of industrial activity. Probably the greatest stimulus to general business activity is the remarkable revival in the
steel industry.
Not only is labor well employed,
but there is a noticeable scarcity at
l"
nearly all of the leading centers, both
in skilled and unskilled. This clearly
indicates a great industrial activity.
Railroads through enforced curtailment have not been able to keep their
equipment up to the requirements of
GEO. M. REYNOLDS.
a period of business activity. Hence
ern states are suffering from too wet it would not be surprising if there is
considerable congestion during the
weather.
Oats will easily top the banner crop moving period.

good-nature-

Successor to

FIRST-CLAS-

It is a bumper year
when all products are considered.
The harvest will yield fully 20 per
cent over last year. None of the
breadstuffs will fall short of the need
of the people most of them will have
a surplus.
The feedstuffs for the animals promise large yields and consequent recession in price, while the
quantity produced 'will give a larger
return to the farmer than the past
two years.
Wheat, with a serious impairment
of the winter seeding, will be in excess of last year, when the loss was
The spring
in the spring sowings.
wheat crop, the great crop of the
northwest, promises the heaviest
yield over the greater part of the
region, that has been experienced in
many years.
Our correspondents show a winter
wheat harvest around 380,000,000
bushels and a spring wheat promise
of 280,000,000, a total of 660,000,000
which is 30,000,000 larger than a year
ego.
Corn had a bad start. There has
been a fair increase m acreage, and
the yield now promises to be average. The western and southwestern
states show good yields, against practically failures last year. The south- the average.

HE FOUGHT AND "GOT"
FEDERAL JUDGE HANFORD

CAPITAL COAL YARD

oal

THURSDAY, AUGUST 15, 1912.

is ready to cook

I

mation cheeerfully given.

or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'

ECONOMY

NOW

IS THE TIME

to

Porch, Park
and Lawn Sets, Swings,
and Gents' Custom
AwningsandScreensmade
to order by one who knows
Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits. " All Goods at Right Prices " how. Fruit Ladders a
Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring in seme of the largest

cities in Europe and America.

GROCERY

specialty.

13 THE MOTTO OF

J.

II. BLAIN,

Jr.

Washington
'Phone. Black

104

157 W.

::

SANTA

FE. N. M

Avenue.
223.

Goods Called for and Delivered.

SQUARE

DEAL TO ILL.1

309 San Francisco Street

.

J.F.RHOADS
Galisteo Street'
Telephone

101

.

It will not pay you to wast your
tiem writing out you legal form
when you can get them already print
ed at th New Mezjtttn Printing
Company.
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HALF THE CITY COUNCIL BEHIND
THE BARS IN DETROIT

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES PROFESSIONAL CARDS

MARKETS.
WALL STREET.
New York, Aug. 13. Stocks were
less active and' more reactionary toof diminished
day with indications
public interest. Canadian Pacific and
cne of its affiliated properties added
to recent gains but Union Pacific,
Reading and New York Central were
distinctly heavy at times.
Hill issues were firm with strength
Steel seemed to
in ore certificates.
reflect the uncertainty attending tariff legislation but coppers yielded little of yesterday's rise.
Bonds were steady. Slight fluctuations in Gould issues were the feature
of the noon hour.
4's ad- Wabas'h
vanced 3 points, and Missouri Pacific,
The general market was
broke 1
dull and heavy.
The general market closed heavy.
Prices receded to the lowest in the
final hour and many important stocks
scored losses of a point or more.
MONEY AND STOCKS,
New York, Aug. 13. Call money,
sil
2
;
prime paper,
Mexican dollars, 4S
ver, CO
copper, $17.00 17.50; tin, $45.50'-lGS4
Amalgamated,
lead, $4.404.GO;
110;
Atchison,
sugar, 12S
New York
Great Northern, 142
Northern Pacific, 130
Central, 117
Reading, 171; Southern Pacific,
Union Pacific, 173 L2; U.
113
S. Steel, G7
pfd., 113
NEW YORK COTTON.
New York, Aug. 15. Cotton, spot
closed quiet; midding uplands, $12;
midd'-ingulf, $12.25. Sales 100 bales.
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 15. Cattle-Rece- ipts
13,000, including 700 south- erns
jjarket steady. Native steers

I
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Shoes, Regular, $3.50 and $4.00, Nom on Sale at $2.75
"
"
4.00 "
4.50, " " " " 3.15
" " 3.50
"
"
"
4.50 "
5.00, " "
5.00 values, your choice 2.00
One lot of Odds and Ends, 4.50 "

"

-

!

the State.
Santa Fe LodgeXo. Las Cruces,
460,

Women's Oxfords and Colonials, Regular
"
Slippers,

Sate at

3.50,
2.50,

Children's Low Shoes and Oxfords at Your Own Price

!

'

I

20
I

OFF

r

ON

ALL LOW SHOES

""

I

20

AND OXFORDS

I

SEE OUR

I

s

THE TEACHERS

OF GUADALUPE

s.

2

c

8

c

c

8

8

2

2

2

2

8

HE QUITS UNDER ORDERS
BUT ANOTHER TAKES HIS PLACE

C!

1

--

,

holds
its regular HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVhrt-TISE- ?
session on the secTell your story to
ond
and fourth
2,000,000
Readers
Wednesday of each
Twelve Dollars.
month.
Visiting
advertis-men- t
brothers are invit- We will place your
ed and welcome.
in 25 leading newspapers' SunFRAXK T. PLAXDY,
day issue, for $12 per Insertion, DeExalted Ruler,
scriptive circular FREE.
P: M. A. LIEXAU,
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
Secretary.
AGENCY,
Taos, New Mexico.
Santa Fe Camp
M. W. A.
13314,
DR. W. -- UME BROWN,
meets second TuesDentist.
day each month, so
Over Spitz Jewelry Store.
cial meeting third
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Tuesday at Fire Phone Red 6.
man's Hall. Visit
Office Hours S a. m. to 5 p. m.
ing neighbors welcome.
And
by Appointment.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
STANDLEV G. SMALL, M. D.
Physician and Surgeon.
F. W. FARMER
Office
and Residence Washington.
No.
Homestead
Ave., next door to Public Library.
2879. Brotherhood
11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m
Office Hours
of American
2 to 4 p. in. Evenings.
Phone Black 47.
Meets first Friday of the month

I

DR. J.

Hall.
II. Foreman,

MONEY RAISING SALE

S

c

S

MUST HAVE THE CASH

of Santa Fe. We
This has been a dull summer for the merchants
to place on
must have money to even things up; and we propose
remarkable offerings ever
sale for few days some of the most
of Santa Fe and comknown in this city. We believe the people
we say bargains that they will find them
munity now know that if
You will examine
You will all be surprised.
when they come.
Cost
how it is done.
these articles very carefully and wonder
BRING
a cft the MONEY SALE.
cuts no figures in this sale, it is
CASH AT THESE
YOUR PURSE WE MUST HAVE THE

PRICES.

We mention

the bargains below.
cases our best regular
reliable Sheets our best

Good reliable pillow
Good

jroods no

Fair grade Honeycomb Towels. 2 for
Large Huck Towels
Splendid grade linen crash
Fair grade cotton crash
Large size all pure linen towels
Embroidered
Large size all pure linen towels
Dura linon etc rin7rn nankins and table cloth
A very high grade fine mercerized table cloth

lengths

IOC

seconds

New Mexico.

-

P. O. E.,

at the Fireman's

-

c

B.

J

'or

$2.65
2.80
2.00

'

O.

j

$1.95

$4.00, On
'

.

B. P. O. E.

WOMEN'S OXFORDS AND SLIPPERS

50 PAIR

Attorney-at-Law-

Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L.

Snnta Ye Cotnniandery
and Contests a Specialty
Xo. 1, K. T. Regular Laud Claims
McKEAN & orlEETHAM,
conclave fourth MonAttorney
day in each month at
Practice in all the Courts and
Masonic Hall at 7:30
the Interior Department.
W. H. KENNEDY, E. C.
Kew Mexico.
Taos, - W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
EASLEY & EASLEY,
Santa Fe Lodge of Per- Chas. F. Easley,
. Chas. R. Easley,
fection No. 3, 31th deAttorneys-at-Law- .
and Ac
gree. Ancient
Practice in the Courts and before
cepted Scottish Rite of Land Department.
Free Masonry meets on
Land grants and titles examined.
the third Monday of each month at Santa Fe, N. M branch Office, Estanin
Mason7:;10 o'clock
the evening in
cia, N. M.
ic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting
Scottish Rite Masons are cordially in
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
vitt-to attend.
Attorneys-at-Law- .
S. G. CART WRIGHT. 32.
in the District Court ag
Practice
Venerable Master.
well as before the Supreme Court ol

Low

$3.50 and $4.00 styles
while they last,

HARRY D. MOULTON,

11. P.

Seer tary.

OIL STOCK.

Shoe Up the Whole Family Right Now
It's Your Great Shoe Opportunity.

S ELK! MAX",

District.

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Coumelb.- at La.
Practice in all the District Court
and gives special attention to case
before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughliu Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.

Xo.

R. A. M.

Regular
second
convocation
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
C1IAS. A. WHEELO.V,

Every Summer we make these Great Cuts
in Prices in order to make a clean round-u- p of
all OXFORDS we have on hand to get ready
for the FALL SHOES. The money you invest
at this sale will pay you as well as STANDARD

?

C1IAS.

1,

AT HALF PRICE.

Men's

Assistant District Attorney. Flrsl

Judicial

R llwEV." Secretary.
Santa Fe Chapter

We are still rounding up LOW SHOES and
OXFORDS, which are being slaughtered

Resolved, That we extend our ap- - $6.50 10.40; southern steers $4.50!ff
preciation to the people of Santa Rosa 7.00; southern cows and 'heifers $3.2')
for their hospitality and their 'help in ?! 5.50; native cows and heifers $3.20
niak-inthis Institute a surpass.
'(fS.75: stoekers and feeders $4.(!0f?
Resolved. That we hereby extend 7.60 : bulls $3.755.25; calves $5.00
our gratitude to Dr. J. F. Rudolph of 8.25; western steers $3.50!Tf 9.25; west-- j
Santa Rosa for his able, interesting, ern cows $3.50 (ft 6.0.
Market
and instructive address on the subject
Hogs
Receipts 4,000.
Bulk of sales $8.308.50;
of health and hygiene.
strong.
$S.35S.55;
Resolved, That we express our ap- packers and butchers'
preciation of the work of Mrs. Ther-- Mg'ht $8.25(fT8.55; pigs $6.00(fi7.00.
Market
esa B. White, director of industrial
Sheep
Receipts 4,000.
training, as presented to us during strong to 10c higher. Muttons $3.25
"4.25 ; lambs $5.50(0 6.75; range weth-- i
this institute.
Resolved, That we appreciate the ers and yearlings $3.25 4.75; range;
presence and .helpful suggestions of ewes $2.25 3.50.
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK.
Prof. E. L. Euloe of Silver City Nor-mal school, and that we will in the'
Chicago, 111., Aug. 13. Cattle Re-- :
to
near future endeavor to avail our--: ceipts 5,000.
Market steady
PROSECUTOR HUGH SHEPHERD, selves of the means of advancement strong.
Texas
Beeves $5.75 10.50;
WHO IS HANDLING DETROIT which he has so ably brought to our steers $5.00 8.90;
western steers
COUNCIL GRAFT CASES.
notice.
$0.25 9.00; stoekers an dfeeders $4
cows an1 heifers $2.G38.15;
Resolved, That we hereby extend
?G.509.75.
a hearty welcome to Prof. W. T.
Market
"et'e'!)ts
llogs
way of the State College of Agricul- ture, and our appreciation for his snaue nigner. L,ignt $s.ium s.iv; mixed $7.70S.70;
heavy
most interesting advices.
$7.35S.55;
$7.55 7.80;
pigs $G.008.23;
Resolved, That we present to our rough o
bulk
fsales $7.93 S. 43.
representatives in the state legisla- Market
Sheep
Receipts 1S,000.
a
ture
memorial asking that they give
Resolutions adopted by the teachto shade lower. Native $3.15
ers of Guadalupe county normal July tlheir support to a bill providing for a steady
4.40; western $3.35 4.60; yearlings
state system of traveling libraries as
and August, 1912.
$4.30 5.50; lambs, native $1.25 7.20;
New
the
by
Mexico
Federaproposed
We, the teachers, of Guadalupe tion
western $4.25 7.25.
of Women's Clubs.
county, New Mexico, in annual conCHICAGO GRAIN.
Resolved, That we, the servants of
vection assembled recognizing the
Ohicasm. Til . Aiip. 15. Whent uric- our
devolve
which
great commonwealth, interest
sacred responsibilities
es advauced sUghUy
at tne op.
w ith the sacred
duttes of nistructing ening bullish cablea today
upon us as leaders and teachers of
con.
offseUiDg
the youtb of our land, and realizing the coming men and women, go to tinud favorable crop fiIling and ril,.
that our work is second to none as a vju nciuo ui iuuui, inieu wun a uerer- ening reports in the northwest. Openfactor In promoting and overseeing mmation to put into our schools the ing figures were unchanged to
the welfare and liberties of a free excellent methods and high moral higher. December opened a. shade to
state, do hereby adjust and endorse sentiment so earnestly impressed uptouchto 92
up at 92
on us during our normal session.
these following resolutions:
ed 92
and stood at 92
to
Furthermore, realizing that
Resolved, That we hereby express
The close was steady with Dec.
our thanks to Hon. Alvan N. White, cease progressing is to retrograde,
higher at 92
state superintendent of public instruc- and that to stand still professionally
Corn fluctuated with widely scatter- tion for this visit to our institute is to die, it Is resolved, that we will ed though liberal sales, the nearby
and for his able and helpful address. avail ourselves of every means of months showing the larger declines.
We moreover heartily endorse the advancement at our disposal, that we Opening figures were from lc lower
stand ta"ken by him in educational win laiumuny pursue tne work as tn shri0
mmt sota nf
matters generally and especially his given by the New Mexico Reading tember were a shade to
at
Circle, and actively support our coun 70
attitude toward rural schools.
69
The month fell off to
; also that we will avail
association
ty
69
Decemand stiffened at 69
Resolved, That, in as much as Prof.
Jos. S. Hofer has been untiring in his ourselves of the excellent help afford- ber opened a shade higher to
ed by the New Mexico .Tournnl
nf
efforts to promote a true educationand rest-- .
lower at 54
to 53
al spirit and has, with patience, en- Education by subscribing, therefore, ed at 54.
Resolved, That these resolutions1 be
deavored to lead us into a higher
The close was steady with Sept.
presented for publication to certain
a
and
December
down at 69
better
scholarship
appreciation state and
county periodicals, namely. was
of our responsibilities as teachers,
54
at
higher
we extend to ihim our sincere thanks The New Mexico Journal of Educaoats firm in spite
Fair demand
tion; the Santa Rosa Sun; the of the weaknesskept
lor all his efforts in our behalf.
of corn. The opening I
Vaughn Reporter; the Fort Sumner was
from a shade to
higher. De
Resolved, Also that we thank Mrs Review; the Cuervo
Clipper; Santa cember started
to
higher at
Gertrude R. Elliott, our instructor. Fe New Mexican;
Tucumcarl
Sun, 32
to 32
and moved to 32
for her unfailing patience, kindness and the Tucumcari News.
and helpful and pleasant attitude to (Signed)
Export buying stiffened provisions
at the start, figures advancing gener- ward us.
MRS. FANNIE A. HIGHSMITH,
to 12
with October
ally from 2
Resolved, That we express our ap
Chairman. products 18.25 for pork; 10.971-for
V.
to
preciation
Supt. J
ROY A. WILEY, Secy.,
Gallegos for
lar, and 10.90 for ribs.
the very courteous and helpful spirit
J. A. KILSO,
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS.
he has shown during thia institute.
Committee on Resolutions.
Aug. 15. Close
Chicago, 111.,
Dec. 92
Wheat Sept. 93
Dec. 54
Corn Sept. 69
Oats Sept. 31
Dec. 32
PorK Sept. $18.17
Lard Sept. $10.S510.97
Ribs Sept. $10.80.
ST. LOUIS WOOL.
T nnio
MELQUIADES T. OTERO
Mn Ann, IT.
for the people of this state
1V1 raon.i
, questions
to solve is enforcing the payment of
Asesor Del Condarad de Valencia
steady; territory and western me-ikt
taxes by all property holders, big and diums IS 20; fine 13 17.
Estado de Nuevo Mexico.
without discrimination. I am
little,
Los Lunas, N. M., Aug. 10, 1912.
a newcompp , n ml n v
D. C. Bybee,
teaming contractor
j
aic, ux
The Santa Fe New Mexican,
living at 669 Keeling Court, Canton,
Santa Fe, N. M.
informed that the condition of the 111., is now well rid of severe and
Gentlemen :
His
Torrance county treasury is duo tn annoying case o' kidney trouble.
I do not care to continue subscrip- - the fact that many of the
back pained end he was bothered
largest
tion to the New Mexican. In case 1 property holders (It Is necessary to with headaches and dizzy spells. "1
owe anything up to date, please let make a distinction between
property took Foley Kidney Pills just as direc
me know how much.
holders and taxpayers) have never ted and in a few days I felt much
Yours truly,
I Until
Within the nast ton rtava m.M better.
My life and strength seemed
M. T. OTERO.
I
one penny of taxes Into the treasury to come back, and I sleep well.
of the county. In the period mention- am now all over my trouble and glad
That is one. Here are two which ed certain citizens of the county to recommend Foley Kidney Pills."
have, by the purchase of tax sale cer- Try them. For sale by all druggist
is about the way it goes:
tificates caused the payment of about
Red River, N. M., Aug. 8, 1912.
$8,000 by some of the large property NOTICE TO CREDITORS OF THE
New Mexican Printing Co.,
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL RAILnoiders mentioned.
Santa Fe, N. M.
In one case, that
ROAD COMPANY.
of the New Mexico Fuel & Iron Co.,
Gentlemen :
Received sample copy. Just the an injunction has been served, and a State of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe. ss.
stuff. Keep at it and send paper to stipulation filed by the district attorney wherein he consents to a scal- In the District Court of the First Ju
me from now on.
dicial District, Sitting in and for
ing down of the taxes of this comTHEO. CANNARD.
the County of Santa Fe.
pany 30Ter cent. This will be fought
Independent Steel and Wire Company
by the citizens.
Estancia, N. M., Aug. 9, 1912.
Trust
and Pittsburg
Company,
I presume that similar conditions
New Mexican Printing Co.,
Plaintiffs,
'
M.
N.
Santa Fe,
prevail In other counties of the state,
vs.
Gen'l No. 6566
and in my humble opinion the New
Gentlemen:
Consolidated Cause.
In this connection, if I may be par- Mexican could perform no greater New Mexico Central Railroad Com
doned for "butting in" to that extent, service to the people of the state than
pany and Others, Defendants.
I wish to say a word: I observe that by aiding them in an effort to make To all Parties In Interest in the Above
the New Mexican, under the new the large property holders, as well as
Entitled Cause and all Creditors of
management Is fighting political con- the small, pay their Just proportion
the New Mexico Central Railroad
ditions In this state and handing some of taxes.
Company.
to
knocks
In
"the gang."
my
hard
Yours truly,
Notice Is hereby given that, puropinion one ot the most important
J. A. CONSTANT.
suant to the decree of the court en

ihiw

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

MASONIC.

17-1- 8

;

Leading figures in Detroit's
tional bribery scandal, where half the
city council has been arrested for accepting or soliciting bribes to put
through a street closing ordinance on
behalf of a railroad. On the left is
"Honest Tom" Glinnan, said to. be
the gang leader, with Aid. Louis
Brozo on right and Council Clerk Eddie Schreiter.

i,

V

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Rooms
Capitfcl City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico

53

sensa-

THE ROUND UP

& 20c

50c & 65c

A. E. P. Robinson.

David

Cor. Sec.
Gonzales.

ODD FELLOWS,
.No. 2, I. O. O. F.
Santa Fe Lodge
meets regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting
erg always welcome.

iW.

DIAZ,

RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA

Phone, 237 Black
OFFICE HOURS.

to 3 P. M.

I

L. F. MURRAY, M. D.?

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON,
FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
No.
holds
Block, Palace Ave., next
its
Cation
259,
Lodge
regular
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
iPHONE 233. J
Visiting brothers are invited and wel- Residence Palace Hotel.
come.
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
Phone Main 68.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
U. S. Land Offica t Santa Fe. N.
August 9, 1912.
Mex., July 23, 1912.
Pecos Forest.
Notice is neretiy given that Chas.
Notice is hereby given that Miguel
A. Siringo, son and heir of Bridget Lamy care of Fablo Gonzales, Pecos,
Siringo, who on June 11 1908, made New Mexico, on August 23, 1907, made
Homestead Entry No. 14486, for Lot Homestead Application No.
NW
S
NE
NW
for SW
Sec. 3, N
SW
7; SW
Section 8, Township
SW
Section 10, Township 16 N. Range 9 NW
E., Area 140.70 acres N. M. Meridian, 17 N., Range 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make has filed notice of intention to make
r
proof, to establish,
final Homestead a year proof, to estal final
lish claim to tlhe land above describ- claim to the land above described, beed, before U. S. Land Office at Santa fore Register or Receiver, U. S. Land
Fe, N. M., on the 12th day of Septem- Office, at Santa Fe, New Mex., on the
9th day of October, 1912.
ber, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses: Geo.
Crecencio Roybal, Pablo Gonzales,
S Tweedy of Santa
Fe, N. Mex,
Hon Rnmorn nf Santa Fe. N. MeX., of Pecos, New Mexico; Manuel Delga-do- j
of Santa Fe, New Mexico; Juan
Nevas Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
Samuel Failor of Santa Fe, N. Mex. Ramirez, of Pecos, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register,
Register.
04728-11-90-

4

4

2

2

4

4

5c

7&c
10 & 15c

5c
35c
55c

,

$6.50

.
2 & 2

54 yd.

4

$l,5

Drawn work the real Mexican goods
so cheap you wili surely think we
cheated Uncle Sam out of the 65 duty.
Gost cuts no figure neither does previous selling figures. These are only a
few items.
THE HOUSE OF QUALITY BRING THE CASH

W. N. Tl

five-yea-

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
TO
All Stations East and West
FROM

above
tered on July 29th, 1912, in the
entitled cause appointing ui
and Referee
signed as Special Master
all
to take testimony and report upon
and
things
matters
of the questions,
Included in or appurienam w i"
cause
sues raised in the consolidated
aforesaid and the constituent causes;
And also to ascertain and report to
the court a list of the creditors, both
secured and unsecured, of the New
c
i
.UCAll--

rontroi
vjisut.-- .-

Ksiiroaa

Stations on the Denver

LORIN C. COLLINS.
Special Master and Referee, Room 19,
Catron Block.
August 1st, 1912, Santa Fe, New
Mexico.
AH legal blanks prepared according
to the Statutes of New Mexico, new
State form, tor sate hy the Ncif
Mexican Printing Company.

& Rio

Grande

IN EFFECT

June 1st to September 30th
Return Limit, October 31st.

vAmipauj

showing
together with the statement
retlhe nature and amounts of their
spective claims, that the undersigned
crucial Master ana Jieieree "i w
at Ills office, Room 19, in the Catron
on the east side of the
citnntA
u.
Plaza in the city of Santa Fe, New
at
Mexico, on September 10th, 1912,
ten o'clock, a. nu, at which time and
nii .roAlfnin nf the said New
Mexico Central .Railroad CompanyJ

rik

will be given opportunity to present
of
and make proof of the amount
their respective claims and to present
their nhleetiona. if any. to the allow
ance of claims of other creditors preSpecial
sented to the undersigned
Master and Referee.
to
And all creditors are ordered
produce proof of their respective
claims and submit to such examina
tion in respect thereto as may be

Liberal Stopovers.
For information as to rates, reservations,
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. Q. Agent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.
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BOSTON

Athletics

"But We of the

Given Up
Hope"
Champion Leader.

1

BEST

LOOKS
Adds

WILLIAM FARAII

Capital Bar
BY

CONNIE
but

I hope to fool them.
Too much automobile
has played
havoc with my club.
It rendered Morgan useless, and
has greatly diminished Bender's ef
fectiveness.
The love of the whiz
wagon has not helped some of the
other boys.
A catching staff that has fallen far
below expectations has caused an- other big setback in poor condition
all year; despite his wonderful arm
Lapp has thrown poorly, while Egan
has not shown his real form. An injury that has put Murphy out of the
game for the entire season has deprived me of my "clean up" man; reversal of form by Collins and Barry
and a terrific slump in hitting by my
outfielders, are just a few minor reasons why the Athletics are not out in
front.
I don't feel half bad over
holding
down third, with hopes of doing bet-

A

I

I

j

Washington is a wonderful
team,
with another pitcher as reliable
as Johnson would win out, I believe.
Griffith is sure to be a strong contender, but at this stage the Red Sox
look best.

find

two-third-

CONNIE MACK.

thirst

!

Ulass of California Wine will
put blood in your veins
Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
will make you forget your
troubles 1
1

AUSTRIA IS SEEKING
PEACE FOR TURKEY.
Vienna, Aug. 15. It is officially an- nounced that the Austrian foreign
Phone Orders Attended To Promptly.
minister, Count Von Borchthold,
is
sounding the powers as to the advisIMPORTED
ability of encouraging Turkey in her,
'present poli.:y of decentralization, ar
and DOMESTIC
guing that could Turkey be induced
255 San Francisco St. Phone 239 W
to grant the reasonable reforms desired by the Servians, Bulgarians and
other Macedonian
races, it would
here several weeks ago, the president lme a way for peace between Italy
of the American league was asked arcl Turkey.
,1 1.ue
wnetner Jennings wouia
A. S. Jones of the Lee Pharmacy,
to get out of the circuit because of
Chico,
Cab, jvho has handled Foley &
the
Giants
rooted
for
the fact that he
Co.'s medicines for many years says:
against the Athletics in the world's "I
consider that Foley's Honey ami
series last fall, Johnson smiled broadTar Compound has no equal, and is
ly as he replied:
one cough medicine I can recom"It is true that Jennings caused the
some ill feeling because he pulled for mend as containing no narcotics or
The gent'he Giants, and some of the American other harmful properties."
uine in a yellow package.
For sal9
but
scored
men
liim;
openly
league
the fact remains that Jennings as a by all druggists.
manager won three pennants for Detroit. Some of the Tigers are opiiosed
to him now, but they can't deny that
Five Widely Different
Jennings has been a success in forshould
club
Detroit
If
the
mer years.
Magazines
go, nothing
decide to let Jennings
Want
a
Representative
would please me more than to hear
To Cwer Local Territory
that President Farrell of the Highlanders had signed liim to manage the
There ts Big Money for the
New York team.
Jennings would
riKht person. Man or woman,
prove McGraw's equal in popularity
young or old, if you want work
here and would soon have a winner.
for one hour or 8 hours a day,
But at the same time, I believe that
write at onee to
with a fair share of the
AVolverton,
THE BL'TTERICK
PUBLISHING
CO.,
luck, eventually will succeed."
liutterick Building, New York.
So the widely published yarn last
week that Ban Johnson had decided mwmtumjJMMwsimMiimm
"
to fire Jennings out of the American
many A Man s Face Is Often His Fortune
league was a joke, although
credulous persons actuailly believed Or at Least His
Capital !
A

ter.

bos-3n- g

Washington, D. C, Aug. 13. A joint
resolution extending the appropriations of 1912 for the remainder of E3S
the mont'h of August was passed by
the senate late today. The resolution already had passed the house and
will now go to the president.

An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
Lemp's Beer will kill your

MACK

Hay fever and asthma make August
a month of intense suffering to man
Foley's Honey and Tar
gives prompt ease end re- lief, and is soothing and healing Xn
Win. M.
the inflamed membranes.

PORK BILLS TO
COVER AUGUST

EMIL M1GNARD0T

THE

Haven't
World's

(BY COXXIE MACK.)I must admit that Boston looks like
the one best bet in the American
league, but please don't count my
boys as through.
The Athletics do seem hopelessly
dozen games
behind, being nearly
to the bad, but we haven't thought of
taking the count as yet.
I won't figure my team out of the
fifiures
show
Tunning pntil the
that no matter what happens we
cannot win. Then I will become reconciled to fate.
The Boston club is going finely, is a
well balanced aggregation, end with
its present lead looks like the logical
choice for first honors.
Baseball, however, is a mighty uncertain pastime, and on the uncertainty of the game I am largely
my hopes for success.
s
The season is only
over
and a lot of things can happen in 50
games. I know a lot of people are
ready to inter the world's champions,

THURSDAY, AUGUST 15, 1912.

PEERLESS BAR
Fine

Otta Knabc, the little second sacker
of the Phillies, is full of "pepper"' at
all times and is always playing to
win. He has improved greatly in his
playing during the past season and is
now one of the best second basemen
i:i the game.
He is the life of the Quakers, and
s
with him out of the game the
would be a weak aggregation. Strange how one player with
plenty of vigor and dat'h will make a
ball club.

IN

BATTLE AT CHICAGO
NO STANDING
LEAGUERS
SANDS

ROOM IS LEFT
CROSS

STAND

BATS

WHEN
AND

BIG

THOU-

P.ixr--

on-- l

At St. Louis.
R. H. E.
St. Louis
7
7 9
Boston
5
6 1
Geyer, Sallee and Wingo;
Tyler,
Krah and Ra'riden.
At Chicago
.
Chicago
New York
Richie and
Archer;
Crandall and .Meyers.

S

While there has been nothing sensational
about the work of Marty
S
O'Toole since he joined the
and because of the reputation
X
X be had, his pitching has, perhaps, not
X come up to expectations, yet he is
X proving himself a valuable addition to
the Pirates' pitching staff, having be
a consistent winner this season
X u loole seems to be improving with
every game, and before the season is
over he may yet prove that no mistake
X
was made in paying ?22,300 for his

S

Pitts-burgh-

At Pittsburg
Pittsburg

s

Philadelphia
Adams and
Dooin.

r, h, E.
5

s

i

6

Marquard,

(2nd game)

R. H. E.

4n

0

Gibson;

i
i

Seaton

S

o

Domestic

Wines, Liquors

GREGG & COLE, Props.
JOHN HAMPEL,

uiiou

Proprietor.

COLORADO SALOON

-

FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
259 San Francisco St.
SANTA FE, N.

3

j
i

fid

Easy-Sellin- g

M.

n

FRIDAY AUG. 16TH,

1912

ONE NIGNT ONLY

K.

Where Do You Get Shaved?

0

and

and

CIGARS

UICE CONSUL

SAWYER'S

IS THE BEST PLACE

Give liim a Trial.

East of the Piaza.
At Cincinnati
(1st game) R. H. E.
Cincinnati
s 11 1
World's Lightweight Championship Boxing Contest
7 12 2
Brooklyn
Bogota, Columbia, Aug. 15. In the
Benton and McLean; Stack, Ragon
investigation into the death of Wil"nd Miller,
liam B. McMaster, the United States
vice consul at Cartagena, whose body
TheGreatest Discovery of the Age.
release.
AMERICAN.
riddled with shots, was found a few
Made
At Philadelphia.
from the formula of an EmR. H. E.
miles outside of that city, on MonxmS ieugue scouts engaged in heat-- j i niianeipma
inent
German Doctor. It will
5
7 1
he
doubt
that
without
day, has proved
2 5 2
cure all rheumatic and muscular
ing the far sticks report that there is Cleveland
was murdered.
Coombs, and Lapp; Blanding and
little promising baseball material in
No clews as to the perpetrators of pains in both old and young. Rec'Xei!- sight, although this seems to be the
which was. committed ognized by most leading doctors
the
crime,
'
usual cry at this time of year. They
while Mr. McMaster was on a hunt- as the greatest cure for RheumaAt
BSton
R. II. E.
also say that the minor league own- tism, Stiff Necks, Stiff Shoulders,
have been discovered.
13 14 1 ing trip,
ers want too much for what few pros - Boston
Lame Backs, Colds in the Chest,
Bt
L0U1S
:
6
4
10
are.
there
The amount reputed
pects
Cramps in the Stomach, are all
Bedient and Carrigan, Nunamaker; SUGAR TRUST PLAYED
to have been paid for Marty O'Toole,
SURE THING GAME
quickly removed by following the
and various other players last season, Powell and Alexander.
Down-e- d
FIELDS. directions closely thataccompany
IN COLORADO
has inflated the ideas of the small
of
each
UNCLE
ABE'S
At
package
R.
E.
H.
and
Washington.
owners,
they decline to talk anyCommitRHEUMATISM SOAP. Guaran7 3 Witnesses Tell Investigation
4
thing but young fortunes at this sea- Washington
tee How Darley Was Concerned teed under the Food and Drugs
3
7 3
'Chicago
son of the year.
and Combine Formed to Control Act.
Cashion, Johnson and Ainsmith;
Walsh
White,
Output.
innand
J. KILBRIDE, SOLE AGENT,
WATCH FOR WILD BILL.
Easterly. (10
No.
Suite 31 and 35. Dept 0.
ings.)
Bridge Plaza,
15.
Soon
after thej
Detroit, Aug.
Island City. New York.
Denver, Colo., Aug. 15. That L. L. Price ?5c Lonppktr6c.
Mail
Postatre
add
liv
the'
of
per
opening
today's game between
event ALL MAIL OKDKKS PROMPTLYforFILLED'
At New York
jj. E. Aitken had told him in the
Boston Red Sox and the Tigers,
a! New York
rais5
6 4 Ward Darley did not succeed In
pleasant surprise was sprung on "Wild Detroit
fac4
7 3 ing cash for his projected sugar
Hill'' Donovan, the veteran and popMcConnell and Sweeney;
Dubuc tory, at Durango, Darley would have
ular pitcher of the home team. Ban
to come to the interest Aitken repre4 Horse Power
Johnson advanced to the plate call- and Keecher.
sented, meaning as Mr. Tulley took
ed "Wild Bill'' from the Tigers' dugPRICE, $165.00
U, the "sugar trust" that Aitken was
out and presented ihim with a gold
MOTHER WANTS TRIS.
in close relations with Charles Boet-tche- r
With
Imported Maeneto.
watch and a diamond studded fob, the
15
Boston, Mass., Aug.
When the
a doubt with trouble
of the Great Western Sugar AlMotorCycleleftwithout
a
of
number
of
at the factory.
Sox
admirers in De Red
gift
open their home series this
telehad
Aitken
and
that
company,
troit The Detroit club has asked for! week a most important personage at
Nawaivers on Wild Bill and this action Fenway park widl he the mother of phoned A. P. Camp, of the First
him to
prompted his friends to show their j the most important member of the tional bank of Durango, telling
head off the Darley project because
team the mother of Tris
appreciation of his work in the past.
Speaker. the Great Western company desired
When the chances are bright for Tris
be a memDer of a pennant winning that field for itself,
Tl-fP,1- 0
CT?
UM. Q1J
KJl
Mrs Siwaksr wants h- - W. tr.
SHOW STARTS 7:30
DOORS OPEN
quit the game.
AT THE" OLD
RECEPTION
"I am pleased with his success,"
LIGHT. SILENT AND RELIABLE.
PALACE TO THE ARCHAE- - X
he said, "and proud of him always.
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Si PASH BROS., Agts., Santa Fe.
SCHOOL.
OLOGICAL
Won i.ost Pet. Hut he is my baby. I want him for
Xew York
29
73
716 myself and lie belongs to everybody.
Tonight at 9 o'clock there will X
68
36
.654 "e nave a Quiet little home down in
Chicago
be
held at the Palace of the Gov- - St
Texasa
's
little home with
63
40
.612
Fittsburg
the annual reception of Si
ernors,
lowers in the back yard and morning
53
52
Philadelphia
of the School of American Arch- - Si
Cincinnati
49
5"
.462 'glories over the porch at the side. I
of Si
aeology and the Museum
St. Louis
47
59
,443 want' Tris to give up baseball and
Si
This
function
New
Mexico.
and
cme
live
there
we
3S
68
quietly, like
. 35S
Brooklyn
Boston
2S
272!"sed to live before he began to play. Si closes the first half of the sum- - Si
75
Si mer session and will be followed Si
1 never wanted him to
play.
tomorrow by a general exodus to Si
;i
His
died
when
was
lather
Tris
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
the cliff dwellings at the Rito de Si
and
years
has
care
old,
taken
my
boy
Won Lost Pet.
The Dainty VIOLET DULCE Beauty Aids
,S
of me since then. He always was a Si los Frijoles.
Boston
34
76
.691
smart boy. Why, at 17 he ran an oil Si
The affair promises to be one Si
is a marvel of daintiness, both in package and
Each
66
44
.600
Washington
Iniill all by himself. Now 'he is only Si of unusual brilliance, as there Si
contents. No other line we ever handled has been
44
65
.596
Philadelphia
half so popular. Every one of them makes appeal to
23, and I want him to come home. He Si are many out of town visitors Si
.'
54
54
. 500
Chicago
the most refined tastes delights and fascinates the
should have been a mechanic."
Si among members of the board of Si
most refined senses.
55
Detroit
57
.491
Si regents of the museum, visiting Si
Each is as near perfection in every minute detail
51
5S
Cleveland
.46$
TliisquadruplcPlateSilvcrSugar
as the use oi the very purest and choicest ingredients,
Si
St
JOHNSON NOT SORE. ,
and their friends.
students
of
A pair of these lovely Roman
the
with
St. Louis
33
73
purchase
Spoon
.324
Parma and
the finest selected odors from fresh-cXew York, Aug. 13 The
Si
The reception will be follow- - St
gold Collar Fins with pur75 cents' worth of
72
Victoria Violets, and the highest art of the perfumer
New York
34
.321
chase of 50c worth of
of Hugh Jennings by the Detroit Si ed by a dance in the library of St
can make Uicm. Each is guaranteed to please
Violet Dulce Toilet Articles
Viotet Dulce Toilet Articles
club releases a story that will make Si the museum. All are cordially Si
or money back.
WESTERN LEAGUE.
clear Ban Johnson's real attitude. Si invited to be present.
Si
Won Lost Pet. Vhen Jctinson and
Comiskey were
Denver
50
67
.573
Omaha
63
53
.543
One of these beautiDes Moines
60
52
.536
ful Vanity Boxes,
St. Joseph
61
53
.533
containing powder
put! and diminishing
Sioux City
58
56
.508
IN OUR WINDOWS
mirror, with every
56
60
Wichita
.483
purcuase ot
Lincoln
53
Violet Dulce
61
.467
Talcum PowYou must
40
73
them
.355
Topeka
FREE
der or Violet
Mr. Hillesi said it was expected ChiChicago, 111., Aug. 15. Charles D.
Japanese Eggshell Cup and Saucer
to properly
Dulce Toilet
with $1.00 worth of
Ililles, chairman of the republican na- cago would be made the chief headSoap at IS
them.
Violet Dulce Toilet Articles.
cents.
tional committee, departed for Xew quarters of the national committee.
'
York today after two days of conferWork at the headquarters- of the
NATIONAL.
ence with republican leaders at west- new progressive party practically
Besides the above souvenirs, a beautiful Harrison Fisher girl fan will be given free to
New York at Chicago.
ern headquarters here, during whidh marked tinfe awaiting the return of
every purchaser of any Violet Dulce Toilet Dainty.
Boston at St. Louis.
he launched the republican presiden- Cnited States Senator Joseph M.
Brooklyn at Cincinnati, two games. tial campaign.
Dixon, Medill McCormick and other
Every one of these Elegant Violet Dulce Beauty Aids is a Marvel of Daintiness
at Pittsburg, two
re- leaders from
Before departure he received'
in New
Philadelphia
conferences
games.
ports of a most encouraging sort from York. Plans were made for meetings
This Souvenir Sale Is THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY AUGUST 15, 16, 17.
nearly all the national committeemen on Saturday.
in the various states.
AMERICAN.
No arrangements have been comMr. Hilles held conferences until pleted for the opening of Democratic
Detroit at New York.
St. Louis at Boston.
midnight last night with three mem- headquarters. Joseph C. Davies, of
bers of the executive committee of Wisconsin, w!ho had been expacted in
Cleveland at Philadelphia.
the national committee.
advance of Chairman McCoombs of
Chicago at Woshington.
Announcement was made today of Xew York, still is in the east.
the appointment of John C. Eversmen,
Roger C. Sullivan, former national
secretary to Congressman William B. committeeman from Illinois, departed
McKinley, as assistant secretary of with William A. Lydon, and others on
NATIONAL.
the naval committee. Announcement a cruise to Mackinac and Sault SV.
At Pittsburg (1st game) R.H. E. was also made of the
appointment of Maria.
7 12 ,2 Walter H. Wilson of Chicago, as asPittsburg . ,
He said he knew little of the plans
1 7 0 sistant treasurer.
Philadelphia
for the opening of headquarters.

IS MURDERED

UNCLE ABE'S

xjme

Standing room when the Chicago
and the New York teams of the National league began play today. Every
available spot was occupied while
thousands were in line outside, waiting to buy tickets.

RHEUMATISM SOAP

MOUING PICTURES

McGraw secured Rube Marquard to
face Chicago, while Richie was Manager Chance's selection. Meyers received for New York, Archer for Chicago.
Sensational fielding prevented both
teams from scoring in the first three
Neither got a man to first
innings.
base in the first inning. In the second a fast double play, Tinker, Downs
to Sader, cut off New York's chances
after Merkle had singled, Herzog had
hit for a double and Meyers had walked.
Zimmerman opened the second for
Chicago with a double, but was
caught off third. The third inning
failed to produce a hit.
With one out, in the fifth inning,
Richie singled, Sheekard walked,
Schulte flied out. Tinker doubled,
scoring Richie' Zimmerman doubled,
scoring Sheekard and Tinker.
Leach singled, scoring Zimmerman.
Saier walked, Downs singled, scoring

Leach. Crandall then replaced Marquard. Archer flied out.
In the seventh Meyers' hit through
Zimmerman, after Herzog flied to
Schulte, but he died on first. The
Cubs in their half scoreless.
GOES TO WHITE SOX.
Chicago, Aug. 15. Ted Easterly,
the hard hitting catcher and utility
outfielder of the Cleveland club, has
teen purchased by the Chicago American league team. President Comis-"ke- y
recently made the announce-

ment.

The coming of Easterly adds a
s
man to the White
really
Sox roster. It means the passing of
Billy Sullivan, for eight years the
club's regular catcher and the man
who really developed Ed Walsh. Sullivan's work has been slowing up to
tmch an extent lately that a new
catcher of the highest grade was an
imperative necessity.
first-clas-

NEW ONE FOR BOSTON.
Boston, Aug. 13. The Red Sox
Biave made an offer for Shortstop
Carlstrom of the Lawrence club of
the New England league, regarded as
the best occupant of that position in
the New England organization. Scout
Patsy Donovan of the Red Sox has
looked Carlstrom over several times
end is of the opinion that he is of
major league caliber. Jimmy Cana-rvarepresenting the Detroit Tigers,
'Arthur Irwin of the Highlanders
ecout brigade and Kellschner of the
St. Louis Browns, have also visited
ILawrence to see the chep perform
and are all said to have been favor-- !
ably impressed with hiswork. '
: This is Carlstorm's second full
with Lawrence. He joined the
club from the Elizabeth, N. J., independent team in the fall of 1910, but
played only a few games that season.
sea-feo- n

1

BRIEFS.
Eddie Summers, the inventor of the
Inuckle ball, is through with base-ibafor this season at least. The big
fellow's arm- went bad last season
rnd the Detroit team sent him to
Providence last month, but he was no
use to that team and returned to Detroit a short time ago. He is trying
to get himself in shape so that he
ll

can again twirl.

Kelley;

Phila-delphiun-

OUTSIDE BALL GROUNDS

111,,
Chicago,
Aug. 15. Chi- cago batted Marquard out of the
box today and won the opening
game of the series from New
York, 5 to 1. Marquard's finish
came in the fifth inning when
all of Chicago's
runs were
scored off him. Crandall reliev- ed Marquard in the fifth with
two out. A capacity crowd wit- nessed the game, and thousands
were denied admittance to the
park.

O'Toole and
Killifer.

Imported

AND CIGARS

,

NATIONAL TEAMS

Merethew, Me., says; "A few doses of
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
lieved me of a severe attack of
thma and less than a bottle caused a
complete cure." Refuse substitutes,
For sale by all druggists.

SHOWING the Famous Double

i

The First
Time in the History of the Manly Art of
SelfDefense Where Both Men are
at the Same Time.
13th Round.

j

WAS THE REFEREE RIGHT?

r.

Pope Motor Cycle

-

ti
(J!TiTI
UIJKJ

CLUBS

Nothing to OffendFor Ladies
and Children as well as for
Gentlemen.

ADMISSION 15 & 25 CENTS

l iJi,lteam

7P.M.

-

P.M.

sun-.50- 5

F ree

Free

BEAUTIFUL
SOUVENIRS

FREE

FREE

i

sistxststxsiSisxssxs

SEE THESE

FREE

CHICAGO POLITICAL
HOTBED ONCE A GAIN

see
appreciate

TODAY'S REPORT

The

TODAY'S GAMES

F

im

m

ficxalJL

im

Store

MUMMY

232 SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

PHONE MAIN

'.Is

UNITED STATES BANK

&

PERSONALSlHE

TRUST CO.

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Does a General Banking

Business,

'

Your Patronage Solicited
1. 6. lAUGHLIN, President

H.

STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN

r?
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Miss Stella Canny is reported quite
ill with acute indigestion.
Frank Springer, prominent lawyer
cf has Vegas, arrived last evening.
Jack Akers left this morning for a
two weeks outing at Sulphur Springs
M. De Lara, of Albuquerque, is in
town on business, a guest at the Coro- nado.
V. O. McLean of Clovis, is here on
a. business trip,
registered at' the!
Palace.
Jim Y. White came down from
Buck ma n yesterday and is staying at
the Coronado.
Mrs. Elias Clark of Alcalde, is
spending a few days in the city. She
is registered at the Palace.
Hon. Felix Martinez, who was a
business visitor in Santa Fe yesterday
departed last night for his home in
El Paso.
A. Mennett came over from
Las
Vegas last night to be in town until
Saturday, when he expects to leave for
the north. He is stopping at the

EDITED NEW

QMCnmUU

WILLIAM

FLEWELLYN

SAUNDERS

TARY AND GENERAL
NESS

MEN'S

LEAGUE

ST. LOUIS

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,
125 Palace Ave.

It was a trifle more strenuous editing a newspaper thirty years ago in
Santa Fe than it is today, in the opinion of William Llewellyn Saunders of
St. Louis who once eiliud the Xew
Mexican in the days whin it took an
army post in Santa Fe to keep dowr.
bloodshed in the territory. Mr. Saunnow-'th-

secretary

of

1856

Incorporated

1903

Take an

ARMY BLANKET

"

Ones
For Almost the Price of Ready-Mad- e
WHY NOT ORDER THEM NOW?,

PROMOTIONS IN
ARMV CONFIRMED

Winter Styles we have ever shown.

COME AND SEE THEM

TO-DA- Y

JULIUS H.GERDES

Washington, D. C, Aug. 15. The
senate
military affairs committee tothe

-

-

SPECIAL SALE
Saturday, August 10th Only.

great variety of articles will simply be
MARKED DOWN to such a price that you will
have to buy. The prices will be ridiculously
A

the values large.

low and

SELI11

OLF

pro-!we-

glliuw Dnuo.uumrHiii

!

FIT AND SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

Business Men's league of St. Louis. day voted to recommend immediate
He has quit the newspaper game and confirmation of the following military
the manner whereby ne quit it js appointments made some lime ago by
the president:
worth relating.
Cirence R. Edwards, etiiof of the
"Thirty years ago,'' said Mr. Satin-- j
ders, "1 was the editor of the Santa bureau of insular affairs, to be brigaFe Xew Mexican. There wasn't much dier general in the line of the army.
Colonel Frank lntyre. to be chief
editing to do as the paper was a lit- J. S. Dozier of Espanola, is in the tie sheet
on a Wash- - of the bureau of insular affairs, with
weekly
printed
city attending to matters connected ington hand press. In addition to be-- ! the rank of brigadier general during
-Okjwith the work in which Dr. Hewett ing the editor, 1 was likewise the a term of four years,
is interested, associated with the San
pressman, the business manager, the
Colonel C.eorge Andrews to be
Diego exposition.
the office boy and when the
Khski Suit, or
general of the army with the
jtaiit
Former Governor Miguel A. Otero,
printer got drunk, which was a fre- Uank of brigadier general for a term of
of
committeeman
national
pro- the
I
was the entire u,nr years
Pair of High Cut Shoes, or
quent occurrence,
we.xH-u,
le- i"1
typographical union also. Two other
Colonel
Steever to be
Edgar
from
turned
last
Chicago,
evening
,t,n uot now residi.Ilg in New M,,xit0
Good Pair of Leggins, or
general.
brigadier
where he attended the national
associated with me in getting
As (he result of opposition by Senagressive convention.
cut the paper. 1 used associated' ad- Proper Hunting Shirt, or
liristiiw and others no action was
tor
never
Mrs. John Hyder and three children visedly for they
did any work.
taken of the president's appointment
Pair of Riding Trousers, or
,are visiting in the city, the guests of It was always a race to see who could of
Brigadier General W. W. Wither-spoon- ,
Nathan Sainton. Mr. Hyder is the beat the cash drawer at the end of
to succeed the late General
Swell Ladies' Riding Skirt,
(owner of two extensive mercantile es-- j the week. If I got there first, I got
Frederick
I). Grant, as a major genIf
in
one
and
associates
my
got there first,
tablishments,
paid.
Tampa, Fla.,
General
eral.
Wiiherspoon formerly
ONE OR ALL OF THESE
I
was strictly in the hands of my
the other in Phoenix, Arizona,
was president of the army war colj
E. S. Remier of Los Angeles, left friends until more coin came in. "We
last evening for his home after a two used to keep a sawed off shot gun and lege.
The opposition to General Wiiherweeks visit with his brother M. .1. a couple of old cap and ball six shoot- ARE NECESSARY to spend that Outing properly.
it is understoon. is on tin? ground
Dernier on Read avenue.
Mr. Do- - ers on the editorial desk as paper spoon
You can then come back ready for the strenuous
had not sufficient line, duty to
mier was in Santa Fe in 1H02 audi weights and for emergencies. We got tliar lie i'iiim
I'm- appointment
as major
work. The exposure will have done you good. We
found the city considerably changed a press report by mail and when the (.utility
it is believed to be so
and
general
or
the
when
Indians
held
up
ten
stage
after a
years' absence.
have a selection such as you will not find anyprevented ii getting through, strong as to prevent his confirmation
Bias .Garcia, and Fidencio Garcia, storms
where else in the city.
then we made up our telegraph out a! this time. It is expected that the
school directors of Canoucito, are in
of ancient newspapers that had ar senate will confirm these soon.
the city, in consultation with Supt.
rived in previous mails. It was a careSonway. relative to school affairs. free sort of existence.
SPANISH FISHERMEN
The new school house, in course of
DROWNED IN STORM.
of how I quU t'le
"But
the
story
erection, is nearly completed, and
sadness
me
with
tills
business
still
will be ready for the next school
Uilhoa. Spain, Aug. 1.". One hun"
conceived
i, and my associates
term.
we expected to real) dred itiid nineteen Spanish tishenne:i
scheme
whereby
:
:
u. dux, xiv.
rnone do.
County School Superintendent John a rich harvest. In those days, the ice belonging to this port lost their lives
Sa
ntt.il
V. Conway is today visiting the Agtia cream cone never had been heard of by the sinking of four fishing vessels
Frki school district, and making prep- but we still had with us, a lingering in a terrible storm which raged along
arations for the next school term, remembrance of the ice cream they the ccast for the last two days. The
which begins in September.
Supt. 'used to serve in the old grove on the hurricane, which nas now abated,
Conway will leave for the northern Fourth of July. Xo one in Santa Fe caused immense havoc iu the coast
school districts the first part ot next ever thought of ice cream.. It was towns.
week.
"red eye" straight, beer or nothing in
Angus McGowan of Taos, is a Santa those days. Briefly, our scheme was
Fe visitor, having come to the city to to open up an ice cream parlor. We
meet Mrs. McGowan and Miss Ger- - opened the ice cream parlor after
trade McGowan, who are expected selling out the New Mexican for what
this evening from Madison, Wiscon- we could get. The refreshment par-- '
v
sin, where they have been spending lor was located on the west side of
it
the past few months. Mr. McGowan the plaza and we three thought we
is planning to enter upon extensive would coin money. But Santa Fe in
orchard culture in the Taos valley. those days did not take kindly to ice For Fourteen Years. Restored
All day long, we sat around
you
of Mr. and Mrs. cream.
They are the" gue.-.t-s
"
To Health by Lydia E. Pink- the ice cream joint wearing white
J. W. Giddings while in the city.
?
GOOD
no
W'e
business.
ham's Vegetable
aprons and doing
in
of
BAND CONCERT.
got down to one meal a day and
Compound.
"Fake a Little Tip from Father,"
sleeping on the door but we manfully
deal
before
March
Berlin & Snyder stuck to our post. Finally, however,
Elgin, 111. "After fourteen years of
of Spring''
Morcean we had to give up the fight. We had
"A Dream
everything from female com
Buffering
no
P. Hans Flath all the ice cream there was but
Characteristic
plaints, 1 am at last
Ed. Hazeil coin. W'e tried to give the ice cream
"Blysian" Overture
restored to health.
away but no one wanted it. so we
"Lucrezia Borgia" Fantasie
" I employed the
as-- i
of
in
it
threw
One
the
my
alley.
Donisetti
doctors and
best
,
sociates
he
declared
knew
where
that,
Wm. Arnold
"Leona" Waltzes
even went to tha
j
a
a
1 19 San Francisco St.,
:
:
stake. There was
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
"Oneita" Polonaise
Barnhouse we could get
J)
hospital for treatgirl running a roulette wheel in one
"Lawana" Tjitermezzo . .
ment and was told
there was no help for
Harry I. Robison 01 lne gamming nouses ami ne saiu
The Enterprise March
II. Moon h inatl ner nxed to let nim win some
me. But while tak.''
's
B. Ramirez
Director money. So we borrowed all the
ing Lydia E.
money we could raise, some $200 and
Vegetable
went over to watch our eompadre
Compound I began
Xi win. He didn't win. The girl had
to improve and I
ANOTHER NATURE FAKE.
played 'him for a sucker and threw rnr,t.;nued itsuseuntil I was made well."
X
Atchison,
Kans., Aug. 15.
the bet to the house. I was all in. 1
Mrs. Henry Leiseberg, 743 Adams St.
Grasshoppers' broke up the band
walked out of town."
X concert fhere last night.
X
feel it my
They
Kearnevsville, W. Va.-- "I
License Numbers,
X crawled' into some of the instru- Day or Night Phone, 130 Red.
duty to write and say what Lydia E.
nients and put them out of tune X THE OAV IN CONGRESS Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has
Next Door to Postoffice,
so badly that the musicians could
done for me 1 sufTered from femalo
X
not play.
weakness and at times felt so miserable
SENATE.
Farmers say the pests are more
I could hardly endure being on my feet.
X
Convened at 10 a. m.
numerous than for ten years.
"After taking Lydia E. Pinkham's
Agreed to vote at 4 p. m. Fri- Vegetable Compound and following your
day on Works' resolution for a
special directions, my trouble is gone.
constitutional amendment pro- 1 recommend your medicine to all my
viding q six year term for presi- X friends." Mrs. G. B. Whittington.
dent.
H.
SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO
Senator Pomerene proposed
The above are only two of the thou
an amendment to extend inter- - X sands of grateful letters which are constate commerce act to cover X stantly being received by the Pinkham
Medicine Company of Lynn.Mass., which
natural gas pipe lines.
X
Objection ' r Senator Penrose U show clearly what great things Lydia E.
doe3
prevented agreement to act on X Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
woman's ills.
measure
restricting campaign X for those who suffer from
X
If yon want special advice write ta
contributions of corporations.
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confX
Conference report on sugar
idential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
disa- bill, reporting complete
be opened, read and answered by a
E. LAS VEGAS,
NEW MEXICO.
X woman
greement was presented.
and held iu strict confidence.
X
Passed resolution endorsing
X
Southern Commercial Congress
X commission to investigate rural X
Returns !
Accurate Work-Qu- ick
credit systems in Europe.
X
Senator Bacon introduced a X
bill to prevent use of American X
X troops abroad while congress is X
X in session
without its consent. X
X
Passed house resolution for X
X investigation of patent office.
X
X
Senator Pomerene
attacked X
X Attorney General
Wickersham X
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
X for failure to prosecute Stand- - X
Fire, Life, Accident,
X ard Oil and American
Tobacco X
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.
X companies.
X
X
Passed house bill to create X
X commission
on industrial rela- - X
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
The Daily Receipts of
X tions.
X
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
X
Agreed to vote at 4 p. m. on X
X bill to make fur seal treaty ef- - X
X fective.
104 DON QASPER ST.
X
'
i
Telephone 9
X
City Property, Farms,
Go Like Hot Cakes
Campaign funds Investigating X
X committee decided
to request X
Rjanches, Orchards,
THEY ARE FINE, TRY THEM X George W. Perkins to testify re- - X
Land Grants, Etc
Read
It A Want Ad. in the New Mexican
3Ve are making a live paper.
X garding his contributions to 1904 X
sees more people In one day than you
X 1908 republican funds.
X
can see in a month. Try one.
All kinds of FRUITS and VEGE X Agreed to conference report on X
A Httle want ad costs nut a few
X
X
cents and brings wonderful result3
appropriation bill.
Latest sporting news in the Santa TABLES received daily. If you X pension
when published In the New Mexican,
and Ju-Executive
legislative
Fe New Mexican. Read it.
want nice Fruits and Vegetables X dlcial appropriation bill returned X
Try one.
X by President Taft with his veto X
call on us.
If you use embossed
Of
stationery, you
X because of elimination of com- - X
Society Stationery Tne New TSexh can do no better than placing your or
X merce court and
civil service X
an Printing Company have on hand der with the New Mexican PriDting
X tenure provisions.
X
and can make up promptly the latest prices will be quoted upon request
194 W.,Room 24
KAUNE
H.
X
X Telephone
HOUSE.
forms in society stationery. The ne
Our styles and forms are strictly up
X
noon.
X
at
Convened
size correspondence
cards, etc.
to data.
LALGHLIN BUILDING,
X
resolution X
Passed emergency
taken for engraved and emX extending appropriations until X
Today's news today, You get it In
bossed work. Several lines to make
the New Mexican.'
X September 1.
X SANTA FE,- - - - NEW MEXICO
V?tfor
"aur selection from.
Established

Garments

d

The new Portfolio of Fashion for Ladies and Misses has arrived. It portrays the most charming line of Fall and

IN

CITY

ders

!

BUSI

l

is

.

Millinery

SECRE-

MANAGER

Man-Tailore-

U0UIIUUIV

MEXICAN YEARS AGO;

AT COS TaI
FANCY

THE ECONOMY FRUIT JARS
The Best Fruit Jar in the Market.
(Easy to Open, Easy to Close.

HAND-PAINTE-

DISHES

D

AT LOW PRICES.

BEAUTIFUL BRUSSELS RUGS

h

r.

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE

R

CO.

i

Z-r

t-r-

'rrr

f?5?5

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

.

FIRE

FFERED

EVERYTHING

TO LOAN

on improved business property only. Why not
have and purchase a
put this with what
income property We have for sale some
the best residence property the city. See
elsewhere.
us
closing a

f

i

FIRE

INSURANCE

WITH 5 LARGE ROOMS
besides Pantry and Bath ;
lot 90x175 ft., with a num
ber of shade and fruit trees. Five blocks from plaza.' Will
quote SNAP price to immediate purchaser.

M09ER

I

DWELLI

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

O. C. WATSON & CO. I

ra

LIABILITY

HEALTH

ACCIDENT

z
c
70
zn

......

SWEET PEAS

Pink-ham-

MULLIGAN & RISING,

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXV

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

SJJAMESmC. McCONVERY,
415

W 204.

Phone.

Palace Avenue

66-6-

Why Wait ?

S.

Dispensing Optician,

STERLING SILVER.
.Special and Staple Patterns of High fnade Table Silverware.
HAND DECORATED

While they last
which will
not be long,

APRICOTS

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

Pound

lJ-cts'Pe-

CLOCKS.

H. C. YONTZ,

IK

I

i

San Francisco

Street

FOR SALE!

JOH.litS

BIGGEST BARGAIN IN CITY
front lots on Gal-istThree Sixty-foRoad, three blocks from Capitol
MUST BE SOLD AT ONCE !
eo

ot

INSURANCE

BUY NOW

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

CHINA, W ATCHES,

Gold and Silver Filigree Jewelry in all the Patterns.
JEWELS AND PRECIOUS STONES.
Reliable Jeweler

ft

the Best and Latest Patterns in

Large assortment of

8 CO.;

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

TAUPERT,

SILVERWARE ANDJJEWELRY.

CALL

IP

LEONARD

TEL. 216 W

REAL ESTATE

W

LasCrucesCantaloupes

Surety

8

CO.

s

--

Where Prices are Lowest
Safe Quality,

--
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AUTO GARAGE

THE BEST EQUIPPED GARAGE IN THE CITY
DOES ALL KINDS OF MACHINE WORK

Bonds

All Kinds.

S.

If

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
ONLY EXPERIENCED MACHINISTS

Cor.

Seligman
and

Water
Sts.

Cars to Hire by Hour, Day or Night.
THE ONLY MODERN GARAGE IN THE CITY.
Phone your call.
Giving the best service at all times.
SUPPLIES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

the

Mccormick

ON HAND.

i

auto co. i

I

i

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

vAGE SIX

Santa Fe

THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

New Mexican

FIRST

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice
Published Dally
The Satita Fe New Mexican
Review
English Weekly
The New Mexican
Mexlcano
Spanish Weekly
El Nuevo

President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

SUBSCRIPTION
Dally, per year: by mall
Daily, six months,

mail

fcy

Weekly, per year

RATES

S2.EQ

Dally, per quarter, by mall
Daily per quarter, by carrier

$100

Weekly, six months

$5.00

BANK

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEW MEXICO.
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.

JOT

to Santa Fe Monday after spending a ing-i- n
their private car to Rowe, N.
very pleasant week at Valley Ranch, M., and motoring from Rowe.
Mrs. Cushman and her son, of Albuwhile the Judge and Mrs. Wm. R.
Valley Ranch, X. M., Aug. 13.
querque, and Mr. Montgomery, of RaJudge and Mrs. R. II. Hanna. accom- Smith, of Topeka, Kan., accompanied
panied by Prof. John X. Van der by Mr. and Mrs. W. A. L. Thompson, ton, were also among the recent arVries, o Lawrence, Kan., returned reached Valley Ranch yesterday, com rivals at 'Valley Ranph.
VALLEY RANCH ACTIVITIES.

$1.50

the bridge at midnigh- twas dark as dark as could "be,

fjjstood

50

gjnd

"All of Today's News Today"

tSK'a

on

a man from the country

came along

hitched his horse to me.

MAGGIE MILGATES AT
A SUMMER RESORT

OFFICERS.

Winning a Trip to a Swell Vacation
Hotel as a Prize in a Popularity Contest, a Factory Girl Writes Home of
People She Meets.

R.

Dear Folks: If you meet any of the
girls from the overall department,
tell them I've seen the forelady's fate.
You remember, the fortune teller told
her she would marry a gentleman
with estates in Europe and a patent
of nobility.
Well, he's here. And
after looking him over I've decided
the forelady can have him.
The count is some kind of a ginney
and signs his name with a "koff" at
the end. I don't quite get the rest
of his name, but it sounds like ton- silitis. He hasn't any signs of no- bility that I can notice except a pigsfoot complexion and a trained mous- tache, and he looks as it black bread
and noodles was the limit of his menu
at home. He hangs round with a
wistful air like a man in the bread

nriliniP
KUf

J.

J.

President.

PALEN,

L. A. HUGHES,

Cashier.
Assistant

B. READ.

Cashier.

F. McKANE,

t.

4$

PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

perhaps instill into them a little idea
th mutilated blackened
mine they are bearing
of humanity and decency.
I
I
Nwth
pale
FROM THE
Scores of women, with children clinging to their skirts,
e ,
, t the
to
learn
forward
in
their eyes, press
with awfu! dread
A LITTLE MIXED.
IHftFVO
SIDE LINE
A newspaper outside the state has
bloody mass on the stretcher belongs 10 uiem,
.
no
there
.hope
bands and fathers who went into the pit this morning,
got a little mixed on the matter of
wheie death ha,
It is a fearful tragedy. Not there deep in the earth widows and orten
even
laws and prize fights here. The paper
we
go
can't
But
governor,
the
finished his work, but out here on the hillside, among
one quarter rounds, just this says:
are
and
Their
dead.
are
miners
The
bodies
phans, where a new life begins.
time?
but
"New Mexico has a new law fortaken out, wept over and buried. It is a very simple thing,
bidding prize fights, but allowing
of the women and children? Ah! There's the real tragedy.
that he
Cecil Lyon heads the new party in 'boxing exhibitions.' That's all the
John Smith is run over and killed by a street car. We read
too sad, too Texas. A Bull Moose and a Lyon is prize fighting fraternity asks that
is
It
sisters.
two
little
and
his
mother
of
was the sole support
her little ones. going some.
and officers who are 'reasonable.' "
sad But we do not follow up the story of that mother and
Are we
It is not to be wondered at that
Do we feel interested in their life tragedy which has just begun?
ever told do we ever try to find out 'how that mother and her children,
vetoed the steel bill. outside papers get tangled up when
has
Willyum
without
is the papers inside the state have to
how those scores of miners' widows and their children get along
the sur- And the common geezer, Willyum,
their sole support? Alas! Rarely. Yet the tragedy is in the lot of
hustle to keep up with the prize fight
November.
this
to
veto
you
going
of
vivors. The sorrow, the trial, the suffering, are not in the sudden losing
legislation which goes on whether tne
them.
im--i
nne but in the livine through the years without
legislature is in session or not.
outclassed.
sinks.
us
steamer
John Pflueger has
"The women and children first" is the order as a great
The new law mentioned in the clipWhat of the women and children when there's Dome such catastrophe as a We never will be able to find any- ping has reference only to a decision
half
and
boys
with
will
of
grown
mothers
Pflueger.
that
lives
home
.rhyme
of
thing
the
great mine explosion, what
by New Mexico's chief executive to
and girls whose homes are torn to pieces by these disasters? For the home
enforce, with the aid of the state miis the corner stone of our civilization.
is going to have a litia, a regulation of prize fights, boxAlbuquerque
want
we
A magnificent answer comes from the great city of Chicago and
Kingdom church. We don't know ing matches, fisticuffs, or whatever
all of our readers to hear it and think of it and do something about it.
what a Kingdom church is but, Mr. the affairs may be and limit the time
act."
to
"funds
the
called
is
parents
what
had
has
For a year Chicago
Speaker, we yield to the Gentleman of reaching for the solar plexus to
a
where
intact
circle
is
to keep the family
The especial object of the act
from Bernalillo.
ten rounds. That fiasco at Las Vegas
as
wicked
Chicago,
mother has been left without means to do so. Great,
is the cause of a good deal of the
she is sometimes called, believes that the home is the place for the Child
We can't help but feel sorry about present opposition
to the perform
and
is
it
better
She
child.
month
says
$6.:!3
and
per
she pays
per
to grow up
the Old Guard's decision to lop off all ances in the roped arena, for every- home
at
than
children
own
their
to
rear
mothers
much cheaper to pay poor
our patronage that way. uee wniz: ho(iy was diSgUSted with it and the
to spend millions on institutions to care for children when they become crimiwhy if two or three more of 'em stop governor probably accomplished more
nals or dependents.
think what it by tting jt go on without enforcing
their
Look at that crowd of children swarming beside that line line of miners' will subscriptions, just
mean!
or
become
criminals
lig new aW- i- as no prize fight in
dependents'.'
to
save
have
they
coffins. What chance
useful
to
Mexico will ever reach any big
become
New
a
chance
them
make
for
Why, it is even good business to
THE FURRIN COUNT.
Thousands of requests are pouring proportions again,
citizens. If we cannot for humanity's sake save their homes to the afflictet
the
over
into Oyster Bay from all
The term ..pr-zpoor, let's do it for profit's sake. What magic in that word "profit!"
fighr and "boxing line, and I bet he staked himself to
United States asking The Colonel to matcn- seem t0 present a distinction a round
0
trip in the steerage instead
address them. And here we never without a difference as ten rounds is of buying a lottery ticket as a desperIT MAV BE JOHNSON.
dreamed, all this time, that Roosevelt t0 te the limit) whether the contest ate gambler to revamp the family forThe constitutional provision for the election of President and
was so popular.
is denominated one or the other. Of tunes. If he gets an heiress all his
electoral
by the houses of congress in the event of no election by the
course, there is a big diversity of family will be able to eat food again
Governor
of
nomination
We hate 'o wear a coat when we opinion.
college was one reason urged at Chicago for the.
Many of our citizens like and some of them may even resign
Johnson.
sit down to dinner j ist as much as the governor's law, and others say their
jobs in the street cleaning deUnder such circumstances the house must vote by states for the presi- the Old Guard hates a real primary. "on with the dance," but the usual
of Vienna. He prospected
partment
divided
now
by
is
house
the
evenly
been
r
out,
dent. As has often
pointed
is just a "laff" when the me for a while, but he soon noticed
expression
able
be
not
it
so
that
and
might
democrats,
states between the republicans
Tncle Tom will sound the keynote, talk of the subject of the use of the that my gloves were mended and he
elected by majority vote in the senate, would
to elect. The
Don Francisco will attend,
militia and mounted police is men- dropped me like a card from an em
then become president. But the senate's choice is limited to the two
The Taft jobs will be there,
tioned in connection with the prize ployment agency.
Just now he is
candidates receiving the highest number of votes. That would
Sol and Sec upon each end.
which seems to have be- rushing the daughter of a sheep
matter,
fight
Johnson.
and
Marshall
to
of
course,
limit the choice,
come the burning issue and to have rancher who's been pent east to have
The progressives hold the balance of power in the senate. Presumably
As we understand if Mr. Speaker, overshadowed the political campaign. her education nickle-plateIf be
Johnson would be their choice.
the contention of the Gentleman from the elephant, the donkey and the bull cops her I see her dad leaving his
0
San Miguel is that the dispute at the moose.
herd and rushing east with a carpet
Another text in our creed:
most, was only trivial. Mr. Speaker,
Most people are waiting to see the bag and a sixshooter to be present beand
go
We believe that true popular government, justice
prosperity
we shall not take up much time, but result of the first violation of the fore the ceremony.
hand in hand, and so believing, it is our purpose to secure that large measwe desire to speak upon this subject. "new law."
ure of general prosperity which is the fruit of legitimate and honest busiEverybody is real interested in the
We now move that the rules be susness, fostered by equal justice and by sound progressive laws.
count, especially the house detective,
matter
MAN.
in
the
order that
may
THE CASH
We demand that the test of true prosperity shall be the benefits con- pended
and we'd almost hate to see him lose
There are a lot of things in this out and maybe driven to hunt work.
ferred thereby on all the citizens, not confined to individuals or classes, be taken up. On that Mr. Speaker,
world that are tinctured with a sort
and that the test of corporate efficiency shall be the ability better to serve we demand a roll call.
Yours, among the bong tong,
of injustice and which do not give
MAGGIE.
the public; that those who profit by the control of business affairs shall justhe
to
do
to
word
incentive
more
an
lot
is
much
of
a
one
There
this
tify that profit and that control by sharing with the public the fruits thereof.
Trivial, Sec, than we at first sup- square thing, only for the satisfaction
Dr. C. H. Ellsworth,
Dentist, 16
"The time is ripe for a genuine progressive movement, nation wide and posed. Now Webster says, that one you get yourself from it.
Baldwin St., Rochester, N. Y.( says
or
of
of
"Of
is
Trivial
the
the
to
friend
a
Said
meanings
Bystaneter:
justice loving, sprung from and responsible to the people themselves, and
him immediechiod-erm.- "
"One thing that always seems a little Foley Kidney Pills gave
sundered by a great gulf from both of the old party organizations, while pertaining to the Trivium of
wonwe turn to Trivium, Sec, tough in trading here in Santa Fe is ate relief and strengthened him
Then
of
beliefs
and
the
is
in
the
all
best
that
hopes,
aspirations
representing
"I have been bothered with
derfully.
to
and
made
"It
Webster
is
customer
cash
of,
both
that
the
says:
file
of
Immense
the
rank
and
pertains
really
make
the
who
majority
up
plain people,
the three liberal arts of grammar, a sort of sucker. He actually makes weak kidneys and bladder trouble and
the old parties."
Foley Kidney
Trivial is some up the losses on the chap who has suffered much pain.
If the above were known to be the utterance of some statesman of the logic and rhetoric."
Pills gave me immediate relief and
goods charged and then don't pay.
past, it would be deemed eloquent, helpful, hopeful. It is so today. It is a word alright ain't it Sec?
I am
don't see why anyone should strain strengthened me wonderfully.
quotation from the speech of Theodore Roosevelt.
themselves to pay cash under such pleased to recommend their use.
9
For sale by all druggists.
THE BYSTANDER
conditions. It don't seem to pay."
Perhaps it is because we are "so far from our rails'- that the order issued
I
do
not
know
Fe
whether
Santa
by the republican state committee bosses is not taking effect. Somehow the
SEES IT
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
t
has not shown in the business office and the subscription list, in spite
really differs much in this respect
(010493)
from other places or not, but I do
of the withdrawal of the Maxwell Land Grant, Gregory Page and M. T.
Know that there Is not much equity Department of the Interior,
THE GROUCH.
Otero, assessor for Valencia county, still continues to grow. If this keeps
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
In Montclair, a town in Woodrow in that procedure which places on the
up "we'll have a law passed." The New Mexican must be crushed. That's
the official order of the boss combin, but here is an instance where the Wilson's own state, the people seem same basis the man who pays the July 22, 1912.
to have high strung nerves. Perhaps good hard coin on the purchase of a
steam roller won't work. The people have taken a hand in this game.
Notice is hereby given that Sefer-in0
it is partially due to the excited con- - commodity and the man who 'has his
Vigil, of Santa Fe, New Mexico,
The entrance, of Jane Addams as a delegate to a national convention dition of the people in having a real purchase ticked, perhaps Indefinitely who, on July 26, 1904, made homemarks a new era, as it is the first time that a woman has appeared in such live presidential candidate in little or even permanently. The "reward of stead entry No. 010493-799for E
s
a capacity in a convention of a party that is a real contender for the peo- - New Jersey, or maybe its the
merit" system that used to be im- NW
NW
SW
Sec. 13, Lot
commission to administer the national government, pledged to the quitoes, but anyway the people have pressed upon us back in school days 3. Section 24, Township. 18 N., Range
equal suffrage for men and women. Miss Addams was one of the most prom become so nervous that they cannot always appealed to me as a fair thing 10 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed noinent figures in the convention, and her influence was widely felt. She was endure the songs of the birds in the and a boy or girl appreciated it. I tice of Intention to make Final Five
not there by sufferance as were the women in the republican and demo- early hours of the morning which the remember once getting a brilliantly Year Proof, to establish claim to the
cratic conventions.
poor nerve racked Jerseyites say dis- colored card with the picture of a land above described, before Register
0
turb their slumbers.
So after the long tailed bird on it I don't remem- and Rec Iver, U. S. Land Office.
"Industry, therefore, must submit to such public regulation as will make morning sleep has been violently driV' ber the name of the bird now, but Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 10th
it a means of life and health, not of death or inefficiency. We must protect en out, the people of Montclair take only a few years ago, I saw that card day of Sept., 1912.
their guns and go out and kill the among some little treasures of childthe crushable elements at the base of our present industrial structure."
as witnesses:
Claimant names
That sounds like one of the planks from the platform of the republican robins and starlings and beautful hood days. Maybe it was because reRafael Montoya, Beatriz Vigil, Anas-- !
party at the time of its birth when it was a party of the people. It has scng birds, because Phe little crea- - wards of merit were so rare with me
It is a quo- - tures are trying to tell of the joy of that I cherished it so, but I am only tacio Montoya, Atanacio Vigil, all of
nothing of revolution, no note of a dangerous pronunciamento.
Santa Fe, N. M.
of
Theodore
from
the
Roosevelt at Chicago.
tation
speech
jlife and the beauties of the world in making the point that the rewards or
MANUEL R. OTERO,
0
early morning,
recognitions are helpful things.
I have known and heard of
And now Indiana is following in the foosteps of Ohio. George W. lien-ley- ,
Aside
from
Register.
this
has
everyone
short
groucha Taft committeeman has resigned to join the progressives.
The rule es, but those in New Jersey are the comings' of his own to look after and
of the bosses is fast failing and the extent of the weakening process is limit. One can sympathize with the yvui.j uver wimout taKing note or
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
sentiment which would re care of those of others and most of us
general in all the states.
(04591)
move tne boiler factory, the
0
foundry find it plenty hard to pay as we go Department of the Interior,
Eat six times a day if you would be healthy says a New York physician. ior the mocking bird whistle, but it is without paying for the other fellow
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
That doctor must be trying to get a reputation as an expert on stomach not understandable how any people, who goes without paying.
July 29. 1912.
even in New Jersey, could erow
acnes.
These ruminations are not made
Notice is hereby given that Antonio
0
wratihy at the bird orchestra of the with any idea that anybody is going Villanueva of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
The whipping post for wife beaters is advocated by Judge Heap of Chi- early morning which is not equalled to change a system of doing business July 8, 1907, made homestead entry
by any man made combination that on account of wthat the
cago. IIi3 name should be Heap Good. He advocates good doctrines.
Section 14,
Bystander No. 11718 for NW
has ever been put to music. It makes says on the subject, but that
0
is not Township 13 N., Range 9 E., N. M. P.
While, the militia Is being held In check to make a law holding boxing one's blood boil to think of
saying that somebody ought not to. Meridian, has filed notice of intention
matches down to ten rounds, it can at least keep a weather eye open toward big, sleepy, human hulks climbinggreat,
to make final
proof, to estabout
of bed in the
the war zone, can it not?
Robert W. Herter, Lawrencevllle lish claim to the land above described,
morning to kill these
most charming and beautiful crea- Mo., who had been bothered
with before Harry C. Kinsell, U. S. Commr.
A South Dakota hotel clerk yawned so hard that he broke two ribs. tures which Divinity has
giveo to kidney trouble for two years, says: at Stanley, N. Mex., on the 16 day of
Must have been reading Wilson's speech of acceptance.
this world of ours to add to its love-l- "I tried three different kinds of kid- September, 1912.
0
attractiveness and
Claimant names as witnesses:
marvelous ney pills but with no relief.
My
Mayor Fitzgerald of Boston, advocates a national meat boycott. If melt beauty. There is a chance for the neighbor told aie to use Foley KidThomas Villanueva, Pino Villanuekeeps going up It will bring about its own boycott.
policeman to be of real value. To ney Pills. I took three bottles of va, Gregorio Padia, and Jose Villa0
bring a few of these senseless fools them, and got a permanent cure. 1 nueva, all of Galisteo, N. M.
A New York divorcee says red headed men make the best husbands. to book might be
MANUEL R. OTERO,
salutary. A good recommend them to everybody." Fui
stiff fine would hurt sudh a set and sale by all
Up goes the price of red hair dye.
Register,
druggists.
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S. A. AKINS,

Proprietor.

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up.

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

-

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.
,

-

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

t,

How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY

Think About It !
THE
GENERAL

--

MOULTON-ESPAGENTS,

Then Act !

COMPANV

E
:

SANTA FE, N. M.

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,

1

AS

FULLY PROTECTED ?

EDDY DELGADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER OK

MEXICAN

BLANKETS,

RIGS, PILLOW TOPS, NAVAJO

PATTERNS,

Both Native and Qermantowri Wool Used.

le.-ul-

Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.

Send for Price List.
119 Don

Gaspar Avenue.

o

2

j

mos-pie'-

ONE DOLLAR BUYS
One Thousand Dollar? in Accident Insurance for one
OCEAN

4

ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY.
Let us Explain Our New

year in the

TRAVEL INDEMNITY POLICY

For those who travel.
GENERAL

AGENTS

This contract is a winner.
&
HALL
HALL K00MCNLADLQCITY

Rooms With Bath, . . . . $1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

anti-nois- e

y

THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with batb...

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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returns for the money and energy ex- tion of New Mexico are stocked.
pended in bringing the orchards up
Tuesday C. F. Wade and daughter,
Or the woman who experiences hot flashes nothing is so good to soothe, quiet to the bearing point. The recent rains o( Farina, 111., and L. E. Alldredge
and calm the nervous system as a pure glyceric extract of native medical plants, have put the trees in good condition and daughter, Miss Helen, of Roy,
and made without alcohol, which has been sold by druggists for the past forty and the prospects are good for some went to the lake of the Springer Land
In
years, and most favorably known as Doctor Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
of the finest apples that have ever land Irrigated Co., near Colmor, and
younger years some women suffer from dizziness, or fainting spells, hysteria, been grown in this
vicinity. Pecos had some good luck. They hauled out
and
All
of
these
down
pain.
feelings
irregularity
symptoms
headache, bearing
44 of the black beauties, none of them
and female disturbance are relieved by the use of this famous " Prescription " Valley News.
of Doctor Pisrce.
weighing !ess than one and a half
'

For The Nervous Woman,

he known and celebrated hereafter by
D. A. R. ot Xew
Mexico as
Kearny day; that this chapter annu- ally hold a meeting on that day, with
appropriate ceremonies, and that on
teach recurring anniversary, we place
a wreath of fresh (lowers on the portrait of General Kearny, as a tribute
of our admiration and respect.
'

the

--

Favorite Prescription
imparts strength
to the organs distinctly feminine.
worn-ou- t,
debilitated
for
teachers, milliners, dressmakers, seamstresses, "
feeble
women
generally,
nursing mothers, and
it is an excellent appetizing cordial and restorative tonic.

As a nowerful. invigorating tonic

to the whole system, and in particular
over-worke-

shop-girls- ,"

house-keeper-

5'

l&Z

s,

writes Mrs. I.YDIA McIHN-.AL- T.
"My discaso 'was called retroversion,"
of Mecosta, Mic h., Route 1. " 1 had nervous chills and numb spells
and they would leave me very weak. Then I had inflammation and the
doctor said I had a floating kidney. I doctored seven months with our
He said I would have to have an operation. Then I
family physician.
stopped taking his medicine. After taking three bottles of Dr. Pierce's
medicines I have not had any nervous chills or weak spells. 1 am better
Uian lov years.
"My daughter is now taktnpr the "Prescription and Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery, also the Pellets ' for nervousness and weak,
tired feeling. These remedies have helt,ed her ever so much in a short
lime, we nave great laitn in your meuicinea lor iemaie trouDles.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets Induce mild natural bowel movement

LOCKED IN.

pounds.
Now it is safe to soy
at Illinois
cannot beat, this, and Mr. Wade was
very much elated over the catch,
ing he never saw the like in the
Sucker state or anywhere else and he
has fished some in his days. This is
one of tne best single day catches
ever made in this country. The
tor of the Stockman thanks the party
for a nice mess from thtir catch.
Springer Stockman.

rumor gained wide circulation
Sunday that a man had been locket!
in the new vault in the hank building
erected, and that his escape
from death by suffocation was mirac- ulous. It was said that while closing
Che door, the great lock
to
failed
work, thus keeping the workman im- Investigation of the story
developed that an assistant while
placing the huge door voluntarily
went into the vault to work, and that
there was no dagner inasmuch as
there was plenty of air. the vault be
ing still uncompleted.
Roswell News,
A

say-bein- g

FOR KENT

6

room house

'furniture or not, Aug.

PI WfM

If
The Latest
Thing inotherStoves
meal
as

l!0,

with

D. S. Low--

itzki.

'

FOIl SALR Two story residence on
Falace avenue. Lot 60x240 feet. 0. U.
Watson & Co.

DIDN'T STEAL IT.
As the result of a "Comedy of Kr- Elegantly Furmsned Rooms for Rent
rors" which was enacted .Monday Ed
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-- ;
for any
For a midnight supper,
Oantrell was arrested on a charge of
at any
ng all modern conveniences, including
MIGHT SEND SOME UP.
and placed under bond
other time, the very latest thing in stoves the best
electric light, steam heat and baths,
answer
to the charge Tuesday,
in the First National Bank building,
Speaking of a game of chance there!10
that stove-artis- ts
can do is a
is nothing like that of selecting ai He 'had taken a mare and colt from
Apply to F. M. Jones.
Santa Fe Xew Mexican. ttp Roy Pasture at Chicosa and was
cantaloupe
It Burns Oil
TYPEWRITERS.
of hidden
Stories
treasure near Unless you get the Lakewood kind, mught with the animals some miles
MAY BE GOLD THERE.
No Ashes
in which case you cannot make a 'away heading for the Red River
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Xew
have
Cook's
in
Grant
Peak
fact
is
circulated
but
curious
It
Cock-stove
interesting
town!
ivon with them, and brought to
Concenplatens furnished. Ribbons and
that in nearly every well dug in the county for many years. Hillsboro
We were permitted this week to'i,n(1 turned over to the officers.
It is as quick as gas, steadier and
trates
Typewriters sold, exchanged
lower Mimbres valley the clay has Free Press.
Heat
An investigation developed that he
eat some cantaloupes raised at Mesilla
and rented. Standard makes handled.
-- No Waste handier than coal, cheeper than
been found to be impregnated with a
w
Whiteman
Laura
ho
had
and
truth comnels us to sav represented
All repair work and typewriters guarPark,
DAYTON WILL BOND.
small percentage of gold. Some of
It is Handy
that they do not compare with the sent him witn an order to get the
anteed.
ExSanta Fe Typiwriter
our settlers have become so interestPerfection Stove ii hanoVmely finished
New
The
The town board is now taking up Lakewood
No Dirt in nickel, with cabinet top, dtop shelves, towel
product in any particular, " are which she claims and which Mr.
change. Phone 2P,1.
ed in the "find" that they have had the matter of issuing bonds for the
Made
a,so chums and has had posses- In the first place the meat of the
or 3 burners.
some of the clay given chemical es- purpose of constructing a system of
It is Ready racks,All etc.dealers carrywithshe , 2New
on is not nearly so thick, the hollow fion of for years. Instead of present-wher- e
Perfection Stove.
FOR SALE.
contains
are
No
and
that
it
Free
water works in the town of Dayton.
with every stove.
say,
reports
alto
Delay
inS his order for the animals, Mr.
seeds
the
are
much
The Park House Hotel, a modern,
being
to
5
given
cents
to
cover
sending
anyone
mailing cost.
that
knows
dirt."
Who
but
plac- Over two years ago the town held an
"pay
Cantrell
took
them from the pasture
newly furnished American plan hotel,
er mining may become one of the fu- election and voted the issuance of llarger, and when it comes to flavor, ami
to deliver them
CONTINENTAL OIL CO.
when
in the thriving, growing city of Soture industries of this valley? Co- bonds for this purpose but later learn- the Mesilla melon is not in it with the tney started
were missed and his capture and
Lakewood product.
Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque, Cheyenne, Butte,
Lakewood
pro-- ;
corro is for sale.
lumbus Courier.
ed that towns the size of Dayton had duces the best
Boise, Salt Lake City
of everything.
Come arrest followed.
The hotel is a money maker. The
no legal authority to issue bonds. The to Lakewood.
'l'ne affair was compromised after
best of reasons for selling. Write
LOOKING FOR TREASURE.
last legislature enacted a law which
comparing notes and getting at t'he
R. W. LEWIS, Mgr.
InA bunch of Mescalero Apache
gives small towns the right to issue
f!U,s in tne cas a,d the matter of
LOTS OF CANTALOUPES.
Socorro, N. M.
and
sell
for
bonds
purposHillsboro
last
dians passed through
municipal
Another car load of cantaloupes, the! tne peaceable possession of the
of the revolution, which has been the D. A. R. of Missouri, and
Saturday in two wagons and a splen- es and Dayton intends to take advanfor the present season,- will be maIs wi" be settled later. Roy
WANTED 100,000 people to drink
loaned to the chapter by Governor W.
Whereas, Mrs. Bascome was espe
did buggy. The outfit consisted of one tage of this law. Dayton Informer.
from the local dpnnt bite this is
T. Thornton.
On its shelves are cups cially endeared to the D. A. R. of the mineral, cool, clear water of the
Mexican, three Indians, one of whom
evening by the Berrendo Growers' as
and saucers and plates of old design, Xew Mexico, not only as the head of Aztec Spring.
It can be procured
GOOD APPLES.
was named Simms, two squaws and
sociation for the Chicago market. The (
D QAtTlFTV
i
and glasses bearing the insignia of our patriotic organization in a neigh- by applying to Mr. Henry Krick, who
a
dozen
children.
half
The men said
The apple crop in this vicinity is first MS st.H'toil
Sntnrfav o,roninr
the D. A. R., the spinning wheel and boring state, but as the daughter ot furnishes same to all the leading sathey were looking for hidden treasure all that could be desired at this time and arrived in the Windy City this afHOLD MEETING flax.
the great general for whom this loons and drug stores in the ci'y.
near one of the peaks in the Cooks ot the year, and unless we have (hail ternoon,
for delivery to the
The regular monthly meeting will chapter is named, and in appreciation Why drink muddy water from the hyPeak range. They said they could or a heavy wind the yield will be markets inready
the morning.
1 morinan In t u vi ft m t;il,o iiTiir-The
en flip firKf ATnn- - of her visit to this city, and the pre- drant or pipes when you can drink
ni ihe
see the peak from the top of the
excellent.
As Pecos valley apples
Just now things are moving rapid- - Revolution belonging to the
of
each
at three o'clock sentation through this chapter of the clear and beneficial water from th
month,
(lay
but
Stephen
mountains,
they only knew have a good reputation, the output is ly with the Berrendo farmers and the:xv.
father, Aztec Sprinp.
The members of portrait of her distinguished
Kearny Chapter of Santa Fe, held Mn the afternoon.
its Indian name and did not know certain to bring the highest market next fifteen to
twenty days are likely a )m,eUng Jas, Sllndav afternoott toi,lle chapter are requested to meet General Kearny, to the Historical So- CAXDELARIO MARTIXEZ,
what the white man had called it. price and people will receive ample to become busier
each day. The ship- tke action on the death
of Mrs. Bag- - Sunday afternoon, August. IS, at four ciety of Xew .Mexico for perpetual
Proprietor
.,, ,,,.,
p;r.g of cantaloupes will continue for!conl(,
ht
exhibition.
t
,,!ltl-Lvwk
nt
ti,
Sn,ii.'
I'
two weeks, with a car or two or three
Kearny. This was thp firt iwnin. rr nnis tn decorate the nortrnlt of
HAVE YOU A BEDROOM?
Resolved, That the members of the
each day Over two hundred acres of
meeting ,heIa in thc chapter's new1 General Kearny, as set forth in the Stephen Watts Kearny Chapter of
The Santa Fe Business College has
iuc
aiv i limning ai U11& (line room which is located in the Sena following resolution:
Santa Fe, desire to place on record applications from students who re
and every effort is being made by the block and which
Resolution on the death of Mrs. this expression of their affection for quire bedroom, and others for bed and
wish to he con-- :
they
Growers" Association to see that the sidered the hpnitnnnrtrcrc
r ' I'ascome introduced by Mrs. L. B. Mrs. Bascome, and of deep regret at board, Will you Mr. or Mrs.
product is handled in such a way as
r. 0f Xew Mexico
Prime, state regent of the D. A. R. of her death.
housekeeper kindly inform us what
to get onto the market in the proper; This
Resolved nirther, That August IS! accommodation you have for young
New Mexico:
m.pselrts . vprv
condition. Roswell Record.
iand attractive, though old fashioned
Whereas, the sad information has tne day on wnicn (ienerai Kearny en men and women who want a quiet
appearance, with its simple, straight recently come to us of the death of tered Santa Fe, the capital of this and well regulated, American or
WAS NOT SUICIDE.
backed chairs
and its mailiogany Mrs. Ellen Kearny Bascome of St. state, and the American flag was for Spanish home. We have students
As a result of a
exam- book
case, Which speaks of the days Louis, for many years state regent of the first time raised over the Palace, (now applying from various states who
ination on the remains of Joe Jackson
are hearing of Santa Fe's wonderful
the colored prospector who was found
"
recuperating atmosphere who want to
dead in front of his cabin at Black
;come for their health and at the same
NEW
Hawk two weeks ago, Dr. Milliken, MAYBELLE MORTIMER TELLS OF
t 'me receive a business education. We
who made the examination announces
FALL HATS IN HER FASHION LETTER FROM PARIS predict quite a number of such studwounds
postively that the gun-shents. We are willing to pay by the
could not have been
week or month in advance and will
This exploded the suicide theory that
be responsible for such students' good
had been advanced. The remains were
behavior and cleanliness.
exhumed under direction of the auThe fullest particulars are necesthorities. Deputy Tom Moore represary if the information be given by
Three
senting the sheriffs office.
letter, but a call at the college will
bullet wounds were found in the body
be esteemed when a careful note will
and two of the bullets were recoverbe taken of any accommodation that
ed.
caliare
.45
They
apparently of
may be offered. Students as a rule
Colo. Springs?
ber. There were two wounds in the
cannot afford a high price, yet as
right side, one of the bullets penetratUnany of them will have their cheque
ing the spinal column. The third
hook, all they require is a home from
wound was right in the top of the
"home," and will pay a reasonable
CALIFORNIA.
head the bullet lodging in the fleshy
price.
part of the neck. Silver City EnterAN ENGLISH INSTITUTION, WITH
Los Angeles,
,
prise.
BRANCHES THE
WORLD OVER,
San Diego,
Oakland,
Oneway via Portland,
teaching
Arithmetic,
Advertising,
LOADED THIS TIME.
Banking, Bookkeeping,
Last Monday morning the teachers
'Contracts, Civil Service Examina-- I
of the Kirkwood Memorial school at
tions, Commercial Law, English, Elo-- ;
On sale daily, to September 30th.
Liberty started on a camping trip to
cution, ' Insurance, Normal, Public
Return limit, Oct. 31st.
points on the reservation to be out a
Speaking, Penmanship, Punctuation,
couple of w eeks.
Spanish, Salesmanship, System, SpellSPECIAL EXCURSION FARES.
Early Tuesday morning a small hoy
ing, Shorthand for Reporting, Court,
got hold of a rifle which had been covCongress and Verbatim, Typewriting
Los Angeles,
ered up with a coat in the bottom of
(blindfold), Voice Culture, and all
One way via Portland
one of the wagons and cocked and disSan Diego,
Oakland,
subjects pertaining to a successful
business career.
charged it, the bullet instantly killing
one boy and wounding another who
No classes.
All individual teachhappened to be in range of the gun.
ing. Day and evening.
On sale August 29, 30, 31, Sept. 2, 3, 5, 6. 1912.
IThe wounded boy is still in a very
Students now residing in Santa Fe
Return limit, Oct. 31st, 1912.
serious condition and whether it will
should come in to see what subjects
prove fatal or not is yet a question,
they want, and NOT TO BE TIMID
Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona
Liberal Stop Over Privileges.
It is certainly surprising how many
ABOUT SAYING WHAT THEY CAN
AFFORD. WEEKLY,
people continue to keep and carry
useless firearms and to permit child-- ;
THE SANTA FE BUSINESS COLLOW RATES TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST AND WEST.
ren and others to get possession
of
LEGE.
them and carelessly handle them,
The Business College University
of
Low Summer Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other Eastern
New Mexico.
Hardly a day passes but what some
such accidental fatal shooting as the
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.
above is reported from some part of
THE "PROGRESSIVE" PARTY.
the country. Farmington Enterprise.
It the individual, man or woman, who
For further information call on or address,
uses Foley Kidney Pills for backache
NOTHING FINER. rheumatism, weak 'lack, and other
N.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
SANTA FE,
M.
There is no nicer or delicious fish i"
kidney and bladder irregularities. Folthe world than the
black
ey Kidney Pills are healing, strengthening, tonic, ind quick to produce
bass, which many lakes in this sec- beneficial results.
Contain no harmful drugs. Never sold in bulk.
Put
SMART HATS SKETCHED IX PARIS BY D'ALTON.
up in two sizes in sealed bottles. The
genuine is in a yellow package. For
One of the new ideas which I think that we have worn In America for sale by all druggists.
(BY MAYBELLE MORTIMER.)
will be very popular in America is nearly two seasons. This year, how(By Mail.)
It will not pay you to waste your
Paris, Aug. 14. Is there a woman the wide brim turned up all around. ever, it will be turned directly up in time
rewriting out your legal forms
Women who bear children and
will
so
is
hides
be
not
a
This
it
the
that
front
does
and
who
the
put
love
trimming
high
pretty
living
crown entirely on one side and near- on across the crown, extending wide- when you can get thera already printmain healthy are those who prepare hat?
their systems in advance ot baby's
The new ones that I have seen in ly hides it all around. I saw one at ly at the sides. This is one of Paul ed at the New Mexican Printing
Company
Unless the mother aids Paris will certainly appeal to every Louise's on a charming mannikin. It Poiret's Ideas.
coming.
work the crisis American woman. The fluffy girl can was of gray blue felt and, by the way,
nature In its
A rather conservative hat trimmed
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
On Sale Daily, Until,
finds her system 'unequal to the de- find hers, the swagger girl can imme- this indescribable blue, which is a in unconventional
fashion was dis- mands made upon it, and she is often diately pick out hers, and the girly bit grayer than the Alice, will be played on the Rue de la Paix. It was working for you, for Santa Fe ai.d the
left with weakened health or chronic girl and the girl who loves odd head worn very much this year. This hat a brown felt and, by the way, we new state.
Sept. 30, 1912.
ailments. No remedy is so truly a covering will not have to hunt very was perfectly plain, except for a are going to use felts more than any- help to nature as Mother's Friend, far when she sees the new hats from black quill placed through the side
thing else. There will be no "made"
and no expectant mother should fall paris
of the brim.
The young girl who hats except of fur, and these I will
KANSAS CITIf, MO.,
IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
to use it. 11 relieves me pain ana
wore this hat had a black Robes- describe to you later. The hat of
Georgette is following some charm
discomfort caused by the strain on
pierre coat with pale blue coliar and which I am sending you the illustra- CHICAGO,
BUFFALO, $69.85
$50.35 BOSTON,
RETURN.
the ligaments, makes pliant and elas--j ing ideas that are way out of the
buttons.
intion Is of light cinnamon
season.
For
brown,
this
conventional
NEW YORK, $79.35 ST. LOUIS,
ST. PAUL, $50.35
tic those fibres and muscles which
to
is
black
Virot
b
with
a
lined
another
hat
low
underneath
round
with
moire,
a
white
felt
showing
nature is expanding, prevents numb-- j stance,
ness of limbs, and soothes the inflam-- i crown had its wide rolling brim cut worn with the omnipresent directoire its high crown swathed in black
CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
mation of breast glands. The system to form a part of the trimming. This style. This is of Napoleon blue felt, moire and a very high black and
WITH THE
being thus prepared by Mother's brim was faced back part way with very much after the shape of those white feather standing straight up in
Friend dispels the fear that the crisis black velvet and the cut pieces were worn by the French noblemen at the front. This hat was worn with a
Mother's crossed directly In front. A most pe time of the Reign of Terror. Around black moire gown and the touch of
may not be safely met.
roena assures a speeay ana complete caliar trimming for this hat was the crown is a soft banl of the same brown color in the hat was all that
LOYAL ORDER OF MOOSE
recovery for the mother, and she is made of a strip of monkey fur, so colored ribbon and a shirrel bow relieved It. It made a striking comAI IPADMIA Going via El Paso and Southern Pacific and ret urninf
lert a neaitny woman to enjoy the narrow that the long hair combed to standing upright on the crown is held bination, bu one that should only be
same route, or via A., T. & S. F,
August 19th to 23rd, 1912.,
rearing of her
each side was like the tendrils of an down by two buckles of lighter blue worn by a very good looking brown-haireLOS ANGELES and SAN DIF.GO,
SAN FRANCISCO,
Mother's
child.
brown-eyeDales of Sale, Aupst 16th to 19th.
girl.
ostrich feather. This feather idea satin. The artist, DeAlton, also drew
Friend is sold at
I shall be glad to get back to Amer- a the coat that was worn with th'3 hat,
was
carried
further
still
by
having
Return Limit, Au?. 31st, 1912.
stores.
drug
black quill through the center of the Just to show you what a hold the lea and see how they are taking the
Write for our free
For further information address Eugene Pox, Qen'l Pasfur. One of these "fur feather" was Robespierre styles have upon the new styles over in New York, so af- - SANTA FE ALL THE WAY
book for expect
ter I have made the rounds of the fur
ant mothers which contains much across the top and one under the Parisian public.
senger Agt. B. P. & S. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
AGENT,
soft .wojl l.-l-t
houses I am going to leave for the H. S. LUTZ,
For
sugevery-daand
valuable
half
of
More
wear,
many
information,
rim.
than
Georgette's
H. A. COOKER, General Manager N. M. C. R. R
SANTA FE, N. M
hats show brims cut to form the trim- hats which come well over the head country where the stage, Instead of
gestions of a helpful nature,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
will be worn. ThJg is the soU hat me urettsiuaiieia, acts iue laamuu.
UUDFIELO REGULATOR CO., Atkata. Ga. ming.
,
Mrs. McDonald.
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Chicago,

$50.35

St. Louis,

St. Paul,

$50.35

$44.35

Pueblo,

$16.15

$18.15

Denver,

$21.10
Salt Lake,
$40.00

San Francisco,

San Francisco,

$55.90

$73.35

$46.90

San Francisco,

San Francisco,

$50.55

$67.50

$40.55
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SUMMER
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TICKETS

pre-nat-
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$85.95
$44.35
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$36 .30

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
ftLirUllllA
$46.90

$55.90
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

LOCAL MENTION

THE HOME OF

Quality Groceries

iag out. Zooks.
s
That 'money raising sale" of
is some hummer. Have you
read the advertisement for a few of
the prices. Do not overlook it.
The Woman's auxiliary and the
Guild of the Church of the Hoiy Faith
will meet at 2 : 30 o'clock tomorrow
.
afternoon at the home of ilrs.

MEXiCO IS SEATHING

Town-send'-

WEATHER FORECAST.
Di'ttver. Colo.. Aug. lo. Xew
Mexico, local showers tonight or N
Friday.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 15, 1912.
dential funds of 1904 and 190S. Wheth- What is the difference between
er Mr. Perkins will be called to
prfz. finht ana our meat shop?
Washington immediately depends on
the plans for the adjournment of

MASS OF CRIME NOW
Kansas City,

horses were stolen and then the
Mo., Aug. 13. South-ARE YOU A PLANT
Mexico and t ie district along t'he els took clothing and all personal
ENTHUSIAST, AND DO
states are a seething caldron longings.
YOU WANT TO IMPROVE?
of violence, devastation and suffering,
The Englishmen made their way to
'
telegraph station and wired here Government is Submerged With For-was generally cloudy with outrages, murders and destruc-jYesterday
TIipv will liavo riif.
with showers and thunderstorms. The t'.on ot property so lernme inai me,Ior ass stance
eign Grown Products and Wants to
In
this
thermometer registeied 33 degrees at press accounts that reach the United ficulty in reaching here because of
Try Their Real Value
States are much too mild according susl)ension of rf..Ar train srvic
Country.
midnight and Gtt at 3:40 p. m. There to J. S.
Reddoch, for several years
The Englishmen gave their names
will be local showers tonight or FriWashington, D. C, Aug 13. The
general superintendent of the
as C. H. Stroling and C. Cruikshank. United States department of agriday.
of Mexico, having
jurisJuarez, Mex., Aug. 13. By the ar- culture is looking for plant enthuThe Eiiworth League o' St. John's
1300 rival of 3U0
rebels from Guadalupe, siasts to aid in the work of experiM. E. church will give a home cook- diction over a district covering
re-J
miles in the southern part of that
east along the international border, menting with the thousands of new
ing sale of pies, cakes, bread, etc., also
At the prize fight you see rounds of
Mexico the rebel
home made candy, Friday August 10, public, wlio arrived here from
garrison here now numbers varieties of foreign plants brought to
today.
pound, but here you see pounds of
about 1,000 men. It was". declared at
in the basement of the church begin"Out of forty-twthousand Ameri- rebel headquarters today that Gener- these shores annually by the bureau
round!
a.
m.
at
9:30
of plant introduction.
ning
David
cans who lived' there two years ago," al M. Carravero, located at Villa
A poor and unassuming porcupine
of
is
in
this
prework,
charge
now
are only
Mr. Reddoch, "there
Eouth on the Mexican Central
made his way into town- last night said
paring to send out from the governhave taken the railway, has 1500 men at his
PORTERHOUSE and SIRLOIN
and was promptly attacked by three! one thousand' who
command,
at Chico,
farm
to gamble with their IJves and that about 1,000 more are located ment experiment
chance
large dogs, with dire results to the and remained to guard their property
near Palomas, opposite Columbus, N. Calif., a large number of young
Short Steak, Flank,
dogs. This morning they were "wonThe cutting off of hands, M., to which point United States plants. But they will be sent only, he
interests.
howit happened."
dering
can
who
to
those
dedeclared,
on
and attacks
people
Round Steak, Pork Steak,
troops are being rushed from Fort
Don't miss the show at the Elks' to- brutal murders,
fenseless women and children are only Sam Houston, in addition to four prove to the government that they
night. It's good.
That's About
are genuinely interested in experimild forms for amusing rebels and troops of the Third
cavalry already
County School Superintendent John
to
with
the
carefully
menting
alike.
rurales
plants,
stationed on the American side in that
V. Conway received word
The Way They Rank !
today that
"The American now cuts no figure in vicinity.
help determine their possible value
the school directors of Lamy had enout
for
all
and
further introduction into various
Mexico. They are nearly
The Mere Mention
It was declared at General Orozco's sections of
gaged the services of Leandro M. Or- - the few
the country.
remaining are taking heavy
headquarters here that the United
jtiz, who will have charge of the pub- odds with their lives."
Of The Above Choice Cuts
Rain proof cards, giving name, hisStates need have no fear of intrusion
lic school during the next term,
Aug. 13. Orders have from the
tory and known charactertistics will
Philadelphia,
j
Mexican
Rooms
side.
Furnished
Rent
for
Elegantly
Should Bring
Colonel Barnett,
to each specimen and the
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-jin- been received by
The rebel figures place more than be attached
j
inthe
to
be
will
Prairie,
transport
commanding
experimenter
expected
3,000 men in the vicinity of Juarez,
all modern conveniences, incluform the government of the result of
Post-Hasteprepare to sail from the Philadelphia and it was said that
!
the federal ad- ding electric light, steam heat and nnt)U
Cnl'ff
Tt
VQfH in A'i VlrtllVG
his work.
vance
south
the
would
be
l'aths, in the First National Bank
await
of
commander
Anderson,
by Captain
d with more troop movement.
The
building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
the navy yard, that the Prairie will
How 'Good They'll
Judge for yourse'f tomorrow even sail for Portsmouth, N. H., where it federal army advancing on toward
to contain
ing at the Elk's theatre whether or will take on detachments of marines the border is believed
more than 5,000 men but rebel lead- not the referee was right.
and sailors.
A large white radish from the gar
from crs here believe its numbers will be
The Prairie arrived recently
dens of Mr. VickRoy of the Santa Fe Cuba with 800 marines where tihey diminished by the necessity of leaving I
AbkfnrCIIM'IIEH-TERJHI IHAXlOXn l:HANI PII.I.s, for is
Ihardware store was left at the New were
garrisons to protect the Mexico North-- I
"C
sent to protect American inter- western
fcj yearsk'nownnsItest.Snlest.AlM-.ysKetianltand the Mexican Central rail-- i i
Mexican office this morning by Mr.
n rv rd ir.r.icTc nFovuijifss
i
ests during the uprising.
Phone 92.
Grubs. The radish is large enough to
San Antonio, Texas, Aug. 13. The ways.
Twen-15.
j
make a relish for an entire family third
Mex.,
G'lernavaca,
Aug.
squadron of the Third U. S. cavwith some left for the neighbors.
partisans of Zapata were
of troops I, K, and M,
consisting
alry,
You'll- always be glad to answer corwere ordered by Colonel Stever to re- killed yesterday in a fight with a de
respondence, when you use a Water- port immediately at Fort Bliss with tachment ot leaeral troops, command- man Fountain Pen. Get one at
30 days rations for border
service. ed by Colonel Jiminez Castro at
Zooks.
to en- - Treinta, 25 miles south of here. The
made
are
being
The New Mexico bureau of immi- Preparations
will federals succeeded in dispersing the
This
these
t'ain
troops today.
to the report
gration has received from Senator make eight troops of the third caval-- ! reb,s- according
Albert S. Fall, a considerable num- ry on duty at Fort Bliss.
orougnt in Dy tne military tram,
ber of pamphlets and publications of
Chihuahua, Mex., Aug. 13 Aero-- j whicn returned here today.
Hie department of agriculture, dealing Planes will be
Two o the federal soldiers were
employed by General
is plumbing
combines
with topics of live interest to farmers Huerta. in his camnaiern aeainst the wounded.
and stock growers. A set of these rebels unless Orozco's force at Juar- The troop train, carrying 130 fedthree points of reliability, long service, and
pamphlets will be forwarded to any f? contrives to scatter in small bands, eral soldiers doubled back here, esfarmer or stock grower in the state making formal warfare impracticable. corting twelve cars of ammunition
thorough sanitation.
two
upon request to the Bureau of Immi- - The two monoplanes
and
field
fire
?
intended
guns
rapid
is our aim
recently pur
gration, Albuquerque, N. M. The sup- - chased by the war department and by the government for the southern
furnish
ply is limited and those who desire tested at Torreon have been sent campaign.
these pamphlets should apply at here and it is probable they will be
will
once.
sent this weetf-'tPERKINS TO TESTIFY.
Gallegos for scoutmeet
these requireThe sight of two fighters knocked ing expeditions.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 13. The
Mexico City, Mexico, Aug. 13. The senate committee investigating
down at the same time is one you
ments exactly.
have yet to see. It happened in the
employed in a mine at paign expenditures wi.H request Geo.
Ask us
Wolgast-Riverprices
contest.
Pictures at Guerrero, were lield up by Zapata V. Perkins of New York to testify
rebels in Morelos yesterday.
the Elk's tomorrow night.
Their about his contributions to the presi- "StftttdatsT
PAY YOUR TAXES.
The city marshal is at his office
every day to receive road and poll
taxes and these must be paid promptly
SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.
:cr steps will be taken to collect them.
It is necessary for the welfare of the
-:- New Mexico
city that these taxes be paid and our
streets improved. Please call and
pay in cash or if you want to work
j out the taxes, leave
Loiated One Block East from Old San Miguel Church.
your names with
me so that I can arrange for you to
Black
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
12.
Phone
start work at once.
RAFAEL GOMEZ,
Down Town Stand i.i Butt Bros.' Drug Store.
City Marsha!
j

Cer-des-

ft1

-

i

Fruit boxes at Gormley's Genl. Store
Two rooms for rent. Inquire at 235

Cast Palace avenue.
Her Picture Idol, a comedy by
at the Elks' tonight.
Now is a good time to paint aitli
Sberwin Williams paint and varnishes at Goebels.
Good ice cream made every day.
It's delicious At Zooks.
The Woman's Aid society of the
First Presbyterian church will meet
with Mrs. Walter tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
Our add on page five describes a
bargain which it will pay you to investigate.
Joseph B. Hayward, Mgr.
Today, August 13, Catholics through
out the world celebrated the feast
of the Assumption of the Blessed Vir
gin Mary.
FOR SALE Team of good young
Santa Fe Hdw. &
driving horses.
Supply Co.
The boys of company E, in camp
near Fort Marey, declare that they
enjoy the situation very much at
least some of it.
Another comedy at the Elks', the
Missent letter. See it.
Plumbing is the long suit of the
Santa Fe Hardware and Supply company. If you are in need of strictly
sanitary plumbing see them.
It's a great deal cheaper to save
your own hair than to buy it. Our
hair tonic stops your hair from fall- Vita-grap- h

Appetizing,

Gratifying
Satisfying

fiVleals

Always
On

Tap
Herej!
ATNEW CARLOAD OF

Every Woman

WATERMELONS

t

F.ANDREWS
Phone 4.

is interested and should know
about the wonderful
Whirling Spray
The new Vaginal Syringe.
Best most convenient. It
cleanses instantly.

MARVEL

your druggist for i
If he cannot supply the"
MARVEL, accept no other?"
but send stamn for illustrated
book sealed. It gives full particulars rind directions it.valu.ible to ladie:
fclARVa CO., 44Est23d Street. Kew 1
Ask
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Plaza Market Co.
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What

is Good Plumbing?

It

S,

Taste!

CHICHESTER S PILLS

SPITZ,

that

i.

the

It

to
plumbing
service that

i

THE JEWELER.
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HEADQUATERS
HIGH-GRAD-

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY"
WATCH will run without
oil or cleaning longer than
any other piece of machinery bui it needs both occasion-

A

ally.
4
If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you wiil not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
tice a year. It will increase the
li
and accuracy of your watci
jtave your watch with "us

FOR

s

E

for

j

fix

on

i

tures.,

Watches
and
Clocks.

S

AT THE CLARENDON GARDEN

j

"Timet Pieces That,iAre
Reliable."

to-t-

Santa Fe

E2

VALUES!

GET MORE THAN USUAL

that the best way to be sure
YOU
getting GOOD CLOTHES for your
money is to go to a place where none but
good clothes are sold. The best wa to get
KNOW

more than usual for your money is to go to
that place where they're offering goods at
clearance prices. That's what we're doing
here nowwe're clearing the desks ,for the fall
campaign; everything goes at a price now.
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Clothes go; Summer Suits that you'll BE GLAD
TO OWN and wear at much under regular prices.
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Marx Clothes.
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